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LEFT PHILLIPS
55 YEARS AGO

Mountain View was a big success.
have not been formally
discussed
F. W. Alden, R. H. Bod well, W.
The business meeting will be at before the Association, hut there is U- Hart and E. I Herrick spent the
3.00 p. m.; Dr. Bishop's pictures at little doubt buV what they will be day here on Wednesday
adjusting
5.00 followed by a general discussion, favored.
the insurance on the camps burned
and banquet at the Augusta House
All this legislation is favored by at Bald Mountain with Mr. Amos
at 7.30.
The meeting and pictures the State Fish and Game Commis Ellis the proprietor.
it was adjust
Dallas City, 111., Dec. 8, 1914.
will be at the state house.
The si’on, so that the Association and ed to the satisfaction of all parties
Fine Prospects for the Best Show
date of the meeting is later this the Commission are working in eon- involved,
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Enclosed draft for $3.00 to apply year than usual to avoid the turmoil junction, and it is believed the legis
W. J. Weld and wife stopped over
Ever Held. A Large Attend
or copy of paper coming this way. (of the opening days of legislature.
lature will see the wisdom of pass night on their way to his home in
Keep it up for I like to see
the j Dr. Bisl op is one of the best ing the laws advocated.
ance is Assured.
Peru, where they spent Chri-stmas.
progress of the people since I left i known sportsmen in the east, and
The Converse party spent the night
the vicinity 55 years ago.
has volunteered to show his pictures
here on their return from
their
Time changes its inhabitants but Horn a sincere interest in the work
Are you going to the New York
camps at Ken neb ago Lake,
where
The moving
not the old land marks.
The old of the Association.
they spent Christmas week. They Sportsman’s Show this year? It is
spinning wheel, the tallow tip and films consist of four reels, one quite
reported a very nice time and said going to be one of the “ old fash
the “ one-ihand lamp’’ are gone, but a lengthy one, depicting moose hunt
they had some idea of winter in ioned” kind, managed by our old
not its mountains, hills and valleys ing in New Brunswick, trout fishing
the Maine woods.
They left this friend J. A. H. Dressel, who know®
of old Sandy which, remain forever. in Rangeley Lakes, and salmon fish
It
morning for Boston in their private al 1 about sportsman’s shows.
ing in New' Brunswick.
All these Believed to Be Only Bird of Its car from Oquossoc.
opens with a bang on the 20th of
Long may you live and prosper.
lead up to tine fall of the bull moose
February and closes with a crash
Very respectfully,
I had the pleasure of eating a
Species In Captivity In the
and the taking of trout and salmon,
about midnight the 27th.
very
nice
turkey
dinner
with
all
of
Dr. Wm. Prescott.
and are very realistic.
The fourth
It is to be the kind that all true
the “ firings,” prepared by the land
United States.
reel, which Dr. Bislnop considers the
sportsmen like to go to, and a big
lady, Mrs. Bowley, who has had
best of all, was the result of ten
bunch have already said that they
cuarge of the kitchen and done all
day’s work with Charles D. Kellogg,
are going.
Maine’s well-known tax
A regular down east “ hen hawk’’ of the cocking for the past three idermist, J. Waldo Nash of Norway
the lecturer and nature man.
Mr.
months.
And
the
many
dainty
dish
IKellogg was Dr. B s) op’s guest, with was received at the Boston Zoo Tues
has hired space and wants
other
es she prepares for the table are
! his moving picture operator, on a day from the Strout Furniture ComMaine people to go in with him. A
trip in New Brunswick in the middle I b‘!l1ol Livermore balls, Maine, a treat for those who are fortunate group of guides with a log cabin
enough to be here to enjoy them.
of the summer. They saw 103 moose The bird was full of fight on arrival
would make things look up.
Get
and put up a good battle before al
There is enough snow to make together and write him for terms
Legislation Recommended by A s « ;anc* t0°k p ic tu re s o f b u lls , cow® and lowing a newspaper photographer to good
sledding now.
1calves.
It takes nearly an hour to
and let New York know that Maine
[take its picture.
Albion Savage who is doing some i® still on the map.
sociation, Favored by the Fish display these film®.
In addition Dr. Bishop will show ; Mr. Strout of the furniture com lumbering in Magailoway region has
and Game Commission.
lantern slides on subjects conneot- pany writes that the hawk, prop commenced to run two sleds to the
<yi principally with moose hunting. erly known as “ chicken hawk,” wins landing and will rush the work while
These are shown in connection with captured in the wilds of Weld, Me., the going is good.
The annual meeting of the Maine an address: “ Life in the w o o d s . ” j near Tumbledown Mountain.
McCormick Brothers of BernAs are
Sportsmen^ Fish and Game Assooia- The public in ’general and members I It is believed to be the only bird getting ready to get out the lum
tion at Augusta, January 21, prob- of the legislature in particular are of its species in captivity in the ber that they left in the woods at
The bird men at the Cups up-tic last season.
ably will be the most interesting in invited to attend the lecture
and United States.
'
Zoo are much interested in the new
years.
With Dr. Heber Bishop of i pictures.
W. R. Crowell, superintendent A- g£ ntry £||t Growing Daily,
It has been named “ Peter.” meriean Realty Co. and wife have got
Boston and his exceedingly interestTh^ three prinoira] hems of pro- arrival.
The bard is a very handsome speci moved into their camp at Oquossioc,
Rg movdng pictures on game sub- posed j egislation in which, the As
Workmen Busy at the Grounds,
pect® as a star attraction; with many N a t i o n is interested are a five men of the hawk family, erect and where they will live in the future.
I
important matters cl legislation to year close time on moose; a reduc- sinewy, with a curved bill as sharp
Mrs. A. O. Hay ford of Oquossoc
and wicked looking
be discussed, and with a larger mem Vou of the non-resident hunting 15- as a needle,
' v
and granddaughter have gone to
(Spceial to Maine Woods.)
berehip than
ever before,
there CFnse fee from $25 to $15, and a re?i- ^-a(;k taloiis.
New York and New Jersey to make
Pinehurst,
Dec. 26, 1914.—Every
should be a record attendance.
It was transferred from its ship
dent hunting license
carrying
her sons a visit,
Chas. Hay ford, i ina. i1 is bringing its entries for the
ping
crate
to
its
permanent
home
The year has been very success- small fee.
These are all strongly
formerly of the Oquossoc fish hatch- eighth annual midwinter handicap,
fu l for the Association,— in fact there favored.
In addition the Associat- by H. R. Wheeler, one of the at ery, has charge of a hatchery in |j aniiary 19-23. it is pleasing to note
tendants.
iias been quite a revival of interest . ion will discus® proposed laws proNew Jersey.
The other son is ecu- that mtUiy of the contestants will
ir its affairs.
The Frances
are hjbiting hunting between sunset and
needed with a hatchery in New York ; br ng their wive.s aIui their families,
in excellent condition, and ninety sunrise, and fishing for any kind of
State.
Mr. Hayford will join hie anti that a number are also plannew members have been added, bring- fish in inland waters during
the
|wife in the near future.
ning to linger after the sheet for
ing the total membership to over season such waters are closed to fish
the enjoyment of tie diversified at
five hundred.
The annual outing at ing for trout and salmon.
These
tractions which the village offers
aid among which qual
shooting
> *W V W *V V W » W W W V » \% % V W » W W » V « tA W W » ^ V W W » W » W V W W » W W W W V
plays an important part.
Socially numerous affairs are be
G R A N T ’ S C A MP S ,
K E N N E B A G O , MAINE,
Christmas Dinner Prepared by
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Maine.
ing, planned with dancing every night
Grant’s Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We
at The Carolina and formal balls on
Landlady Bowley.
--------shall keep open during the hunting season. Write us for reservations.
Wednesday and Saturday evenings,
ED GRANT & SON CO.

IT IS GOING TO
BE A HUMMER

MAINE OWL SENT
TO BOSTON ZOO

MEETING TO BE
INTERESTING

NOW OCCUPIES
THE FULL WEEK

THE DOINGS AT
MOUNTAIN VIEW ^ ^ w

n T

BE GOOD MAN

Rangeley to Send a Representative
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(Spceiai to Maine Woods.)

to the Legislature.

Mountain View, Me,, Dec. 28.—The
i
weather
here for the past week has
y
s
been good old fashioned
winter
| BALD M OUNTAIN CAMPS
It is very certain that Eugene I.
weather, Dec. 22, 12 below zero; j
&
f;!
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookm eg;
Herrick who has been elected repre
23rd, 16 below; 24th, 18 below; 25th,
£.' ru n tic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—A uto 2;
road to cam ps—Telephone conn ections—T w o m ai's daily—W rite for free circular.
3; 20 below; 26th. 30 below; 27tli,
14 sentative from the town of Rangeley,
AMOS ELLIS, Prop'r.,
Bald Mountain
Maine
;£•
below.
The. ice has made very rap will prove a very able man to look
idly on the lake for the last few after the affairs of his town in the
days. At present the ice is 15 inches Legislature, as well as the affairs of
thick.
Mr. Bowley finished putt
his whole section, for he has had
ing in his ice on Saturday. He put
experience
along many line®.
M: iii about 3,000 cakes for use at the
To
begin
with he comes from the
Mt. View House; he also filled the
houses
for
the
following:
W.
R.
game
country
o f Maine, was born in
|
Mountain View, Maine
|Crowell, F. J. Rolfe, F. C. Fow New Vineyard 51 years ago and spent
For further p a r t ic u la r s write or address
ler, H. O. Templeton, A. O. Haythe greater part of his time in the
§ ! ford and C. J. Kipps.
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
He at
Amos Ellis commences to-day to northern part of the State.
| Mountain View,
•
•
Maine.
Ifid the house at the hatchery and tended the common school® and then
j at the railrcad station. The water graduated Irom the Rockland b n . * * .
_____ .
______________________ ____ _ —------------------— at Indian Rock As so low that James college.
For 12 years h,e was se
! Matbieson, superintendent of the
lectman of his townn and is a direc
j Oquo8*800 club was obliged to get
th° ice from the Rangeley lake at tor of the Rangeley Trust Co. He
is now engaged in the insurance bus
i the outlet.
| Quite a few guests for Christmas iness'. That he has had a chance to
j week were registered, as follows: I. get out and mieet men and has form
j W. Rogers, Boston; <C. C. Murphy E. ed an acquaintance among hundreds
AS A
j W. Marshall, A. S Tucker, E. I^Heris shown by bis secret order affilia
1rick, B. H. Corey, H. L. Nelson, L.
He is a past master of Blue
Carleton, Rangeley; A. L. Savage, tions.
Mountain
lodge, F. & A. M., of Phil
Stratton; W. E. Sparrow, North New
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy of jPortland; Glen Ronco, New Portland; lips and is at present the master of
He
access and nearly all the camps are open through the Chas. S. Estes, Skowhegan; Rob®in Kemailkeag lodge of Rangeley.
Arsanault, Canton; F. W. Alden, Watis
also
a
member
of
the
Knights
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and erville; R. H. Bodwell, Augusta; W.
H. Hart, Portland; W. J. Weld and Templar and the Shrine. In addition
small game are very abundant.
wife, Greenville; W. W.
MclCom- to these bodies, lie is a member of
mick, T. E. McCommick, Mrs. W. the grange and was the first chan
W. McCormick, Bernis; H. E. Con cellor commander of Oquossoc lodge.
verse, E. E. Converse, Parker Con K. of P., of Rangeley.
Mr. Herrick
issues a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, which will be furn verse, Roger Converse, Mis®
Mar
ished upon application to
is married and lias two sons.
He
garet Converse, Miss Mary Converse,
is a Democrat.
Phillips, Maine. Lee Bethel, Marion, Mass.
General Manager,
F. N. BEAL,
..

| Mountain View House

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

H U N T IN G

as special features.

Four days originally, Pinehurst’^
eighth annual midwinter
handicap'
for January 19-23, now occupies the-’
full week.- For several years past/
the regular program, has been pre
ceded by informal sweepstakes, and
this year a large number will aiv
rive on the Saturday preceding.
The big entry list i«
growing
daily and bids fair to very mater
ially advance last year’ s
record
which exceeded the hundred mark,
and as representative and classy
,, fWd „ t„ e sport alluring has
ever called together.
Workmen have been busy at the
grounds fi r a week past in anticipa
tion of the event, and thus early
private ammunition has been receiv
ed in large quantities.
Herbert L. Jillson, Secretary.

RESORT

The SANDY RIVER I RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

\

County Club teas and various excur
sions to numerous points of interest

HILL MAKING
TRIPS BY AUTO
Charles A. Hill, proprietor of The
Belgrade, was in Augusta last Tues
day morning on his way from New
York to Belgrade Lakes, making the
trip from Augusta to Hie lakes with
Clyde Tillsor by auto.

M A IN E

W O O DS, P H I L L I P S ,

LIBERTY BELL
TREAD SOFTLY IN
BIRD CLUB
BANGOR SLIPPERS
Making Moccasins a Big Business

M A IN E , D E C E M B E R 31, 1914.

PLEDGE

“ I desire to become a member of
The Liberty Bell Bird Club of The
Farm Journal, and I promise to study
and protect all song and insec.tivororons birds and do What I can for
the Club.”
Pupils in schools where a branch
of The Liberty Beil Bird Club of The
Farm Journal, Philadelphia, has been
organized are being encouraged in
habits of economy and taught that
what we give we should share, in
conducting birds’ restaurants
and
lunch counters near the'r sclvoolhouse-s this winter. Beth boys and girls
help to build the feeding station or
dlear a place near the schoollhou.se
where the remains o f their lunch
eons and grains! brought from home
are offered daily to their apprecia
tive bird boarders.
A pan of water
is also keipt near by for the bird
guests who are not too fussy to drink
and bathe from the same vessel.
The muslic for this love-feast is pro
vided by the grateful guests who
often fly to the topmost hough of the
nearest tree to pour out a song of
thanks.
Again, they will pose upon
fence or building for their enter
tainers to sketch or to write com
positions about them.
Eleanor Williams, a ten-year-old
Liberty Bell Bird Club member of
North Yakima, Washington,
won
first prize for her essay on birds at
the Washington State Fair, in a con
test open to all persons under eight
een years of age.

The gama laws already provide en
forcement by county officers other
than wardens, and some of these
officials! are among the worst poach
ers.
I have never known of one
of them trying to prosecute a viola
tion of game laWiS.
Now would it
not be wise for tlie flush and game
commissioners to consider a more
thorough way o,f enforcement in our
rural towns! of the laws than to
keep making more lws with no en
forcement.

I

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

Mrs. Holman Day of Portland re
ceived a Christmas gift of which, she
There— Material Up Again
is very proud.
It consisted of an
ters of Importance Discussed
especially printed and bound edit
Bangor manufacturers of .heavy and
ion of Mr. Day’s, works that have
fancy mocca&.'in® report another ad
been printed flor her by Harper &
A new movement to keep the
vance in hdidies recently of three
Bros, of New York.
There
are
cents a foot, which added to a pre young folks on the farm auld look
four volumes in all, bound in green
vious! rise makes a difference of ing for the joys which can be
half morocco, of a rich and beauti
seven cents a foot since the com found close at home is The Liberty
ful design.
Accompanying the gift
Journal,
mencement of the European war. Bell Club of The Farm
was a letter from Ripley Hitchcock,
This is a matter of considerable im Philadelphia, organized for the study
the literary critic of the Harpers,
portance to tine manufacturers, as and protection of the song and in
tendering the g ’fft in behalf ,of him
hides) were considered high before sectivorous birds still left on the
self and the firm and expressing
farms!.
The country mother who
the increases noted.
their high appreciation of Mr. Day
Christmas Observance at This Pop personally
It wild no doufbit he of i,niteresit to will sign its pledge with the young
and as an author.
The
Bangor people to know that .this city folks and go out with them now and
letter was exceedingly compliment
ular
Winter
Resort
with
manufactures more fancy moccasins then to become acquainted
ary to the Portland author and nat
than all other .places .in the coun
urally
both the letter and the vol
PINEHURST, N. C., December 26—
try.
There are numerous
cities)
umes are greatly cherished by Mrs..
A1
Pinehurst
gathered
at
The
Caro
turning out the modem popular slip
lina on Friday flor the annual Christ Day.
pers of the moccasin variety, but
mas observance, dinner, dancing, and
Bangor leads them ail, not only in
an entertainment rounding out the
volume of production, but in point of
The dullness of business has made
evening.
For the week to come
quality.
The best stores in the
it necessary for the
Bangor &
tlie
annual
New
Year’s
eve
ball
is
an
country handle Bangormiade goods
Ar(xxstook iai the line of retrench
ticipated .
in that .line, and will have no other.
ment to discontinue the dining car
The first of the Saturday after
The great department .stores of New
service, the cars making their last
noon
Country
Club
teas
was
enjoyed
York, Chicago and Boston feature
runs) last Saturday.
on Saturday, and Mrs. William L.
Bango,r-made moccasins in their ad
Hurd of Pittsburgh entertained the
vertisements and by using
whole
Belgian and Red Cross! sewing circle
windows for display® of the goods,
DOES S K A T I N G F E A T S A T AG E OF
at her winter home “The Pines.”
adding a dash of realism by the use
74.
Three golf events claimed the at
of evergreen trees and wigwams and
tention of the Tin Whistles and for
often by employing Indians to make
the coming week the annual Holiday
the real article in tine window, which
“ Jacob C. Hartshorne’s feat in
week golf tourney is scheduled.
attracts thousands of people passing
Late Carolina arrivals include Mr. skating on Lake Quannapowitt at the
by.
and Mrs. J. C. McCreery, Mr. and age of 74 beats the late “ Uncle Ben
Bangor has flour large concern a
Mr si. L. Hess, Mrs. E. S. Barnes, ny’ Cox, who used to do It at 70.”
-J. a. 3 a
manufacturing a high grade of fancy
According to tiie above in the
Miss Sarah Lam son, Mrs. Ashley W.
moccasins— the Sawyer Boot & Shoe
Dickinson, Meslsrs. H. R. Hathaway, Wakefield Daily Item, ou,r esteemed
Co., the J. L. Coombs Co., the E. A.
W. H. Stearns, W. Bade® and Eu correspondent, J. C. Hartshame who
Buck Co., and the Algonquin Slip the feathered tenants on the place,
gene Jones, of New York City; Mrs. favors us with the news1 from Ox
per Co. Bangor moccasins)
are will get closer to tbe hearts of her
shipped to England, !Rus)siiia, Ausi- children and at the same time re Former Guide** Says More Moose Louis Wormser and Miss D. E. Mcslh- Bow in the sporting season, is not
The farmer’s
ier of Intwood; Mr. and Mrs. W. T. j advanced in age so much but that
tralia, China, South Amer.'ica, Mex new her own youth.
and Deer Are Killed by Jack
Barr and Miss M. Margaret Gregg j ho can get a “ skate” on.
ico, Honolulu, the Canadian North wife who is lonely and weary of the
of Brooklyn; Messrs. George R. Bunk-;
west and large quantities to the monotony and isolation of her work
ing Than Any Other Way
er and Ellsworth Bunker of Yonk-1
Pacific coast, to the middle west and may find a. new interest in Life, the
ers; and Mr. Stuart H. Patterson of
what is called the northwest, Min most wholesome recreation and cheer
Plainfield.
nesota, etc.
A large number of ful companionship, if she will cul
In a recent edition of the Bangor
hands is employed in this industry, tivate the friendly little neighbors
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Sullivan, Dr. '
FAMOUS
Commercial a subscriber to
that James) Tborington and R. Wain right
which is one of Several about which of forest and field.
Bangor people know very little.
To form a Liberty Bell Bird Club paper has the following to say in of Philadelphia; Messrs'. J. N. Salis
BACKWOODS
There are various other industries in the home or neighborhood, have regard to the game laws of
this bury and C. D. Armstrong, Jr., o f 1
right in the city employing quite a each person who wishes to join sign
Pittsburgh; Mrs. H. W. Watson and I FAIRY TALES
state:
respectable force which makes' so the following pledge and Send it in
J. C. Watson of Williamsport; Mr. j
Sebec, Dec. 11.
l.'ttle stir that very few outside those to The Liberty B>ell Bird Club of Editor Commercial:
John H. Clapp of Washington; Mr. j
Immediately connected with the bus |The Farm Journal, Philadelphia when
L. M. Bushnell o f Chicago; Messrs. |
I was for many years a guide for
iness realize that there is a bus |each signer will receive the badgeEd Grant* B eaver Pond Camps
J. H. Andrews and Edward R. An
New reading matter, inlereatii g.
iness amounting to
hundreds of i button of the Club free of charge. bunting and fishing parties b-ut tbe drews of Akron.
The
first
edition was exhausted much sooner
thousands of dollars a year going on There are no assessments or costs high license for killing game leg
Mrs. E. R . Ruraliam, Miss C race j than we expected and the i ejiuiar dtmard n u
so
great
far
a second edition that we published
ally in open season and the lack
reliably and regularly.
! of any kind after joining the Club.
and Jean Burnham, Miss Pauline A. ! an enlarged and improved edition to be soW bg
of enforcement of laws for protec
mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
Lyman, Mr. C. E. Whitney and son <f Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
tion make the summer deer killed
Hartford; Mr. D. L. Armstrong of I
J. W . BRACK ETT CO.,
in close season cost the
poacher
New Haven; Messrs. J. N. Rowker,
Phillips, Me.
.less than the true sport who would
F. C. Friend and John A. McLeod
' pay a reasonable license if the laws
of Roston.
were enforced.
I never could see
Mr. and Mrs. Ruriell, Messrs. J. ;
M A P S OF M A I N E
: or understand why the non-resident
Roberta Allan, John G. Ewart of Ot-1
who would come to Maine woods in
tewa; Mr. and Mrs. E. C. McLoch- j RESORTS A N D R O AD S
tbe fall, get his game honestly and
lin and Miss E. R. Williams of Can- j Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
honorably should pay all the expensle
acla; Messrs. A. S. Rogers, Ted Rog- j for maps of the fishing regions of tbe
of enforcement of fish and game
ers, J. W. Young of Toronto; and state, etc. W e can furnith t ie follow
laws while tbe summer
fisherman
ing maps:
Mr. James Robinsbn of Montreal.
Franklin County
$ .50
stays all summer with fishpole and
The Silver Foils, Pine/hurst’s club I Somerset County
.50
gun and pays nothing.
.50
of women golfers, announce
their i Oxford County
It would seem more justt and rea
.50
first tournament for January 4; the i Piscataquis County
Aroostook County
.50
sonable to me to make a fishing
first of nineteen events which con -1 Washington CourPy
.50
license $10 a season, $1.00 for 20
elude April 5.
The prizes are an j Outing map of Maine, 20x36 in
1.00
days to fish without a gun and re
.a
attractive array, the generous list of I Geological map of Maine
duce the open season hunting
li
R. map of Maine
,;-A
contributors including Mesdames. A. j R.
Androscoggin County
.35
cense to $10 and have the game
C. Aborn, L. E. Beall, E. R. Bel.- , Cumberland County
.36
protection law a enforced.
rend, G. F. Berry, A. Noyes, T. B. ! H’anoock County
.50
Judge J. S. Keyes once ruled if
.36
Boyd, H. L. Burra.ge, J. V. Hurd, I Kennebec County
a man was in the woods with a gun
Knox County
•
.35
Alex McGregor, Guy Metcalf, T. R. j Lincoln and SagadahocCounties
.36
lie was hunting and he should fine
Palmer, Donald Parson, J. Raymond j Penobecot County
, 5q
lr.m accordingly.
The defendant
.35
Price, M. D. Rae, Tyler Red field, 1. Waldo County
claimed as a citizen the right to
_
.36
S. Robeetoon, R. C. Shannon 2nd, C. York Country
bear arms.
The judge said “ Keep
H. Vanderbeck and William West; j
in the middle of the road then. You
J . W B R A C K E T ! CO. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Tufts;
the
have no right to carry a gun :'n
Misses Jennie Brown, Alice J. Clapp,
your neighbor’s wood Lot in closed
Phillips
Maine.
Mildred Cowing, Gwendolyn Cum
season on game.”
mings, Lucy Priest and Hazel Shan
I notice tbe fish and game com non.
missioner, also the fish and game
The tournament program follows:
protective association of Maine fav
JANUARY 4thr—Kicker’s handicap;
or a closed fleason of five years on 9th, handicap vs! bogey; 19th, swatmocae, which means the summer fest, match play vs the field; 26th,
( i . W . I’ K K K I ..
cottager and tourist may have what best selected six holes, six of each
T A XID E R M IST
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Pishing TackU..
few moose there are left;
o.r in nine to count; 30th, putting contest.
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
other words puts a premium on
.
MAINS
FEBRUARY 1st—Fourslome medial RAN GELEY.
poaching.
There will be then no pRy; 10th, prize for best net score
moose left for the honest sport of in qualifying round in St. Valient ne’s
true type.
tournament; 13th, putting contest;
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
It is strictly against the laws of 16-19th, three-ball match on six-poim.i
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Ma ne to use jacklights while short- system; 23rd, four-ball match; 27th,
Known the world over for excel
irg game, yet it is stated far putting contest.
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
more than half the casualties
of
MARCH 4th— Cemetery
contest;
M. L. LJETCHEEL CO.,
man being mistaken for deer are 9th, slwatfest, match play vs
the Monmouth,
Mair#
due to jacking, to say nothing of field; 10th, mixed foursomes,* medal
the horstes and cattle killed by this play; 13th, putting contest; 15— 18th,
foolhardy practice all summer long. championship; 26tb, special tourna
R A W FURS W ANTED
Yet is there a case on record of ment for all those who have not won Direct from the trapper
Highest mar
the jacker being prosecuted?
I prizes during the seaslon; 27th, putt ket prices with good liberal sort. Goods
think not. There atre mo.re deer and ing contest.
held separate and all chargeB paid.
mocse killed under jack light than
APRIL 5th— Handicap vs bogey.
A. J. Hopkins, Hornerstown, N. J.
any other way.”
Herbert J. Jill son.
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MOOSE BRINGS XMAS
TO MAINE BOY
“ I’m good enough slhot, mother—
if I only have the Luck to see Mm
and get a fair chance.
Just let
me have the chance, and I’ll kill the
big fellow, sure, and then w ell have
such a Christmas as we haven’t
since father died.”
It 'Wia.si Johnny Halle ’’ who was
speaking, and tlhe big felLow he re
ferred to was a monster moose that
had for several seasons been the
wonder of the' sportsmen who came
from tlie big cities to Mount Katalidin region, away up in
northern
Maine.
The moose was of such im
mense 6ize that it had been writ
ten about in the newspapers, told
about in the sportsmen’s1 camps and
hunted persistently but without suc
cess by hundreds of men—ricli men
who wanted its great antlered head
to ornament their dining halls and
who coveted the glory of killing the
king of the foresits and poor men
w1k> knew they could sell it eas
ily for a big price.
The Hales were poor people— very
poor since the father, John Hale,
guide and woodsman, had been kill
ed by a shot from, tlie rifle o f a
reckless hunter.
It was the old
story of “ mistaken for a deer.”
The man who fired the shot was
very' sorry, of course, but that was
poor consolation for the wife and
children of the dead guide.
They
had been poor but happy with the
husband and father living and work
ing for them.
Now they
were
poorer and unhapipy.
It w'as lonely enough, living there
on the edge of a clearing in the
deep woods—simply an existence;
but the widow had no means of im
proving her condition, and so She
remained, there wiiti^ her two child
ren, scraping a bare living from a
tiny farm and from the entertainment
of occasional sportsmen.
Johnnv Hale was sixteen, a strong,
bright boy. From books be learned
little, because books were rare things
up there in the woods, but in Na
ture's great sol tool of forest
and
stream he had learned much and
won many prizes.
At the age when
other boys play ball and ride bicy
cles Johnny was a crack
with a
rifle, skillful with the paddle and
knew the woods and its four-foot
ed inhabitants as other boys know
the city streets and their throngs.
Sportsmen who traveled up Katahdir way all knew Johnny Hale,
aiiu liked tlie little fellow' greatly.
They admired his skill and courage,
and would gladly have
employed
him as guide, only not being of age,
Johnny could not obtain a license.
It was a pity too, tlie sportsmen
said, that the law should keep tlie
hoy waiting for five years to be reg
istered, for already at 16 lie waia

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILR3AD
TIME TABLE
Ln Effect, December 14th, 1914.
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Kingfield, at
5.15 P. vl., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.65 A. M,
and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9 35 A. M and leaves
at 11.00 A. M.

STRONG PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for
Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and
Kangeley at 6.47 P. M. and fo r Kingfield al 5.60 P.
M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
11.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from
Farmington at 1 (.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
1.40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for
Farmington at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P, M. For
Rangeley at 6.15 P- M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
12.55 f*. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at
12.20 P. M.
MIXED TR A IN leaves for Farm ington at 7.30
A. M. Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A . M.

RANGELEY PASSENGER

TRAIN S lelve for
Farmington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P.
M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 3.46
P. M. and leaves at 7.30 A. M .
SALEM PASSENGER TR AIN leaves at 1.00
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
KINGFIELD PASiSENGER TRAIN leaves for
Bigelow at 9.00 A, M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farm
ington at 12.40 P. M.

BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
Farmington at 10.50 A. M.
field at 10.00 A . M.

Arrives from K ing-

F. N. B E A L , GenT Manager,
Phillips, Maine.
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more capable than many men of
twice his age, and should be gett
ing his three dollars a day like the
rest of them.
However, the sports
men did all they could for Johnny,
and between their friendly
assis
tance and what lie coulld get from
the results of his hunting and fishr
ing trips the boy was a strong sup
port for his mother.
As everybody knows, the woods; of
Maine swarm with deer, aird if deer
were very valuable the Hades might
easily have become rich. But while
a deer may be a great prize to
tt-e visitor who comes to
Maine
hunting for mere sport and a trophy
to carry home, its commercial value
is 'Slight, and so there was; no glint
of gold for the Hales in the red
coats of the bucks and does
that
lived close about the log house and
often lunched expensively upon the
early vegetables in tlie family’s little
garden.
Moose are worth much more than
deer, but they are few in compari
son and not easy to kill.
The law
says that a man may kill two deer
and one bull moose in a season, and
Johnny Hale was sure to get his le
gal allowance, always trying for a
fine big moose, with wide-spreading
antlers.
Any moose would bring
what would be, to tlie Hales, a large
sum, but a very large one,
with
antlers of great spread with remark
able symmetry, would be worth a
small fortune.
It was getting late in the season,
and Johnny had not killed his moose.
He had seen a good many about tlie
mountain, but they were mostly
young bulls with very ordinary
horns. Stories had been brought in
by ivisiiting sportsmen of a wonder
ful animal that had been seen over
near Chesuncook lake—a moose with
antlers spreading more than five
feet, and with an unusually fine blac
coat.
Johnny heard the
stories,
and his eyes brightened.
On the night before Thanksgiving
two New York men stopped at the
Hale house, and after supper, as
they smoked their pipes before the
fire, they talked of the big moose.
The sportsmen were feeling rather
discouraged for the season would be
over in a few days and they had
not yet killed the moose apiece for
which they had come all the way
to Maine.
“ if 1 could get a good
rnoo.se to take home to New York
—'especially if I could get that big
fellow they tell me so much about
over Chesuncook way!” said one,
“ I'd like to bring him down myself,
but 1 want him anyway, and I'd give
five hundred dollars for his carcass
this minute.”
“ Oh, would you?” said the other
sportsmen.
“ Well, I’ll go you five
hundred better than that—I’ll give
a thousand for that
wonderful
moose, and consider it a bargain
at that.
W on’t get him
though.
Too much luck.
May not get any
at all—only three days more, and
then the law comes' in, and no more
moose killing ’till next year,
old
man.”
“ Would you, really give a thou
sand dollars for the big moose?”
asked Johnny, incredulously.
He
h,ad heard of a hundred dollars, and
two hundred dollars, hieing paid for
a moose with good antlers, but a
thousand, for any moose! It seem
ed almost ridiculous to him.
“ Would I give you a thousand?
Well, son, you just go out and kill
that big bull and see how quick I
put a thousand in your hand. Come,
now, they say you’re -tlie best shot
around here—why don’t you get
after that moose?
You. know the
country', and your chance
is a
hundred times better than ours.”
“He may he a hundred miles from
here now,” mused Johnny
doubt
fully. “ Do you s’pose lie’ll work this
way?’’
“ Coming this way at last ac:
counts,” said the sportsman. “ Keep
year eye out for him.”
When the sportsmen had retired
to tlie spare room of the leg house
Jo tinny took his rifle—'the one his
father had used, and by far the
most valuable possession of the
Hales—from its pegs on the wail.
Lovingly he gazed upon the shining
weapon, the gift of a sportsman
friend of his father. It had earned
a good part of tlie family’s living for
years, and now it (might make them
pich, thought the boy.
He cleaned
it, and filled its magazines
with
cartridges then put it back. He went
to hied that night to dream, of a
giant moose facing him in the woods
and of bankers handing over rolls
of green biilist—and of going to Ban

ger, where bis mother wanted ito
live, so that her hoy might go to
school and get to be something more
than a woodsman.
When Johnny Hale went out at
the first streak of dawn the next
morning he had no very clear idea
of where he was going, but as Ire
tramped along through the wcods lie
said to himself: “ Big Pond’s a good
place—Big pond, big moose. They
ought to go together, and if lie’s
working east the pond’s on his way.
I’ll go up there and look a round.”
Half way to tire pond he nuet
Jim Gordon, a toter who was haul
ing supplies to a lumber camp near
by.
“ Say, Jim” said he.
“ I may
have a job for you between now and
Saturday night.
What’ll you take
to haul out a big moose that I’m
going to shoot?”
“Wha.r ye going to shoot ’im—le y ? ” asked Jim, with a laugh that
echoed through, the woods. Jim was
a friend of tire family and cue of
Johnny’s chief admirers.
“ What’ll
I take to tote out a moose fer you?
I’ll take nothin’ Johnny—jest noth
in’ ’t all.
You go ’n git your crit
ter ’n I’ll tend to totin’ of it,”
and Jim added, with
a satisfied
grin:
“ You’ll git one all right, ’f
there’s any ’round anywheres.’
At sunset Johnny sait down on a
log by the edge of the old logging
road, disconsolate, for lie bad tramp
ed all day and seen no game except
deer.
Deer looked like rabbits to
him that day.
Oh, for a sight of
the big moose—if not the big moose,
any big moose.
The thousand dol
lars seemed to be f .'i .g away in
the yellow sunset.
“ Well,” thought Johnny, “ this is
Friday, and they say that’s an un
usual lucky day.
Maybe I’ll have
better luck to-morrow. Getting too
dark for a clean Shot now, anyway.
Guess I’ll go down to the old Per
kin’s camp and stop with the crew
to-night.
Why, here’s someone—
thunder.”
The logging road ran east and
west, and now in the early winter
dusk its sides were walled high with
the black masses of the
spruce,
while at the tapering western end
a patch of tlhe sunset sky
glowed
like a polls lied blazon gate. When
Johnny had glanced that
way a
minute ago, there wiasi only sky, but
now—and it made his heart thump
like a trip-hammer, a towering form
stood out against the patch of light,
like a ©olid black sketch upon a
golden ground. If the giant moose
of Chesuncook was yet in the land
of the living, this surely w.as it!
Tine great black silhouette stood
motionless, and Jo" ■vy sat still al
most breathless, on b j
g, hisl eyes
starting from their sockets and has
fingers gripped his rifle. What a
shot!
But he might miss! Would
it he better to wait until morning
and make sure of the prize? No—
bj that time the giant might be far
away, and tlie fortune lost.
“ First for the right shoulder.”
whispered Johnny to himself. With
out stirring from his seat on the
log he swung the good rifle up.
Crack!
What a miss?
No, a hit,
sure enough., biut—
Tlhe black figure remained motion
less for an instant after the crack
of the rifle, and then, with a bellow'
that filled the woods with, roaring
echoes, it came charging down the
dark lane between the spruces like
a mad elephant.
A wounded moosie
is dangerous company, and Johnny
knew it.
Quick -another shot! It
was a hard chance now, for the
moose was no longer a bold figure
against the light, but half lost i.n
the shadow© of the logging
road.
One, two three timesi the rifle crack
ed in quick succession. There came
a crash as if an old pine had fallen.,
ahd the blades of enorfnou.s antlers
plowed info the dirt and dead leaves
at the boy’s feet..
For a moment he sat there, with
the smoking rifle across his knees,
in. a sort of a stupor. Then he jump
ed up from tlie log and gave a yellll
of triumph that might of been heard
at Perkins’ camp if the men there
hadn’t been making so much noise
themselves.
It was too dark now to see how
big the moose was, but Johnny felt
of the great carcass and decided that
it must be surely the thousand-dolliar giant. No better time was1 ever
made over the Logging road than by
Johnny in lids nun to Perkins’ camp.
Breathless he burst in at the door.
The men were having an uproarious
game of pitch., banging their fistsi
down oh the' table and yelling like

Indians.
Somje of them looked up
an ' shouted, “ Hello, Johnny,” but
the hoy took no notice. Through the
fog of tobacco smoke lie could see
Jim Gordon over in the
corner
sewing energetically if not skillfully
upon a torn jacket.
“ Jim, Jim'—‘I’ve got him.
I’ve
got him !” ’ shouted Johnny, panting,
and holding his hands to his adlir
ing sided.
“ Huh?—got what?” exclaimed Jim,
dropping his sewing and coming out
of the smoke.
“Got tlie moose—the big one. Can
you haul him out*in tlie morning.”
“ Sure I can,”
said Jim— “but
wbar’s the critter laying—better git
him under cover or ye’ll have no
moose in. tlie’ mormin’. ”
“ Let’s hurry then—'get the horse
out, and we’ll bring him down here
for the night.
I’ll pay you well,
Jim—I’M pay you, for I’m going to
sell him,” Johnny rattled on.
“ W e’ll git ’im, alright, but you’ll
pay nothin’—see! ” And Jim Lighted
his pipe carefully, picked up his
cap and went to the hovel for lias
team.
The moose looked twice as big
under the lantern light as! be did in
the dusk, and tine crew at Perkins’
indulged in lengthy comment over
the ponderous carcass, wihdLe they
gazed at Joihnny admiringly—some of
them enviously.
“ You’ll git a hun
dred for ’im,” said the foreman.
“ A hundred?” exclaimed Johnny,
‘I’ll get a thousand!’’ And he did.
That was how the Hales had a
g~arU Christmas
celebration, how
they were brought out of the wild
erness and Johnny’s woods educat
ion supplemented by a course in tlie
city schools, putting him on the
read to success.
The antlers of the
giant moose now ornament the New
York banker’s dining hail, and be
considers they are worth the price
he paid.
And Jim Gordon declares
tliat the best job of totin’ he ever
did was when he brought the big
moose over the rough road to , tbe
door of Widow Hale’s/ log house.—
Written for Lewiston Journal.
COTTAGES

AT

BROKEN

GREAT

POND

IN T O .

Thieves li«ve again been busy aniong the cottages at the Belgrade
lakes, this time at Great
Pond.
The breaks were reported to the
police by Ho Sea. Briggs who lives in
the vicinity.
It is believed that
they had occurred within the last
two weeks.
At the cottage of Wil
liam P. Beaver of Montclair, N. J.,
the thieves gained entrance by un
locking the door ana carried oaf a
Victor talking machine With a wood
en horn and some blankets. They
carefully locked the door after them
and took the key.
At the cottage of William Rosen
baum of New York, bedding
and
dishes were taken.
The door of
this cottage was also unlocked. Two
other cottages, one owned by Frank
lin Coe of Yonkers, N. Y., and the
other by Mrs. Nutter, were ran
sacked, the contents being thrown
all about tlie rooms. At Coe’s' they
obtained entrance by forcing
the
lock and alt Nutteris through the
window.
AL1 these cottages
are
located at 'the north end of
the
pond and it is passible that there
were many other cottages entered.
• The breaks were discovered by a
man who went to the buildings to
fill an icehouis'e at one o.f the
cottages.
He immediately reported
the matter to Mr. Briggs who came
to this city after making an inves
tigation.
C A M P A T COBBOSSEE BURNS
Patrick Sullivan and Party of Frisnd
Forced to Flee in

Night.

The four room cottage on the shore
of Lake Cobbosseecontee, about a
mile from Purgatory Mills, owned by
Patrick .Sullivan of Lewiston, wa©
comlpletely destroyed by fire early
Sunday morning, December 20.
Mr. Sullivan and a party of
friends who were asleep in the up
per story of tlie building at the
time, were forced to make a baisty
exit and bad no time to save any
thing.
The blaze was discovered by Mr.
Sullivan, who smelled ©moke and
gave the alarm.
The loss, which
will aggregate several hundred dol
lars, is partially covered by insur
ance.

REPORT ON THE
NATIONAL GAME
RESERVATIONS
Washington, D. C., Dec.—The fol
lowing are extracts from tlie an
nual report of the Bureau of Biologi
cal Survey, U. S. Department of Ag
riculture, referring to the game res
ervations other than those for the
protection of birds:
National Bison. Range.
With an
addition of 19 calves bom to the
'herd of buffalo on the National Bis
on Range Montana, during the past
year, tine total number of the herd
is now 115.
It is difficult to as
certain the number of elk on the
range, but 25 head have been observ
ed by the warden in charge, an in
crease of one over last year. There
were 9 antelope on the range at
the end of the fiscal year, but the
number of young born in tbe past
spring is net yet known.
No ani
mals have died during the year.
Weather conditions during the
spring were ideal, and an abundance
of bunch grass and other feed was
the result.
Many
improvements
have been made, roads have been re
paired, trails cleared, and a. telephone
line two miles long constructed to
connect with the Flat head Company’s
lines.
Elk Refuge in Wyoming. Negot
iations have been practically con
summated for the purchase of a
tract of 'land for a winter elk refuge
in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, authoriz
ed by act of March 4, 1913, but title
to tbe land has not yet been se
cured.
Nebraska Camp Reservation. Con
ditions on the Nebraska Reservation
Nebraska, have been exceptionally
favorable, and all the animals are
in good condition.
The reservation
continues to be an attraction to cit
izens of the State, as is evidenced
by the large number of visitors. The
37 animals now on the reservation
include 10 buffalo, 23 elk, and four
deer.
Since their arrival there has
been an increase of two buffalo,
seven elk, and one deer.
The only
loss so far reported was that of a
young elk, which, died during the
winter.
The additional deer was
purchased from the park department
of Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Wind Cave
Game
Preserve.
Through co-operation of the American
Bison Society, 14 buffalo, seven males
and Seven females, donated by the
New York Zoological Park,
were
s'uccessuiii.7 snipped by express on
November 25, 1913 to the Wind Cave
Preserve, near Hot Springs, SouthDa kota.
Sufficient land has been
acquired ■arid added to the preserve
to insure a permanent water supply.
With the 21 elk transferred
from
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, and a deer
recently purchased, there are now 36
animals on the preserve. Contra’
have been let for tbe construction of
a strong woven-wire fence, 88 inches/
in height and 8.67 miles in length,
to inclose 4,160 acne© of tlie pre
serve.
Feeding And

Transporting

Elk And

Reindeer.

As a result of tlhe unusually mild
winter in the Jackson Hole region,
in Wyoming, the migration of elk to
the feeding grounds wasi not large.
Feeding the elk began January 30
and ended March 28, with' a total of
6,150 elk fed.
241 elk were captur
ed in Jackson. Hole for distribution,
to National and State game reserva
tions.
Fifty head were distributed
in. the National Forests in Colorado;
46 in the National Forest© in Utah;
23 to the newly created State pre
serve in Custer County, South Da
kota; and 21 to the Wind
Cave
game preserve near Hot Springs,
South Dakota.
Reports indicate that there were
but slight winter losses among the
elk not fed.
In co-operation with the Depart
ments of Interior and Treasury, the
project of stocking with reindeer
part of the Aleutian Islands Reser
vation was begun in the summer of
1913,
Owing to very rough weath
er, a number of reindeer abroad the
Manning, which, left Pdrtage
Bay
with 65, refused to eat.
As a re
sult, eight died.
It was therefore
determined to place a herd of 21 on
Dutch Harbor Island and to land tlie
remaining 36 bead at Ummak.
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PORT OF HONOLULU HARBOR

Kntered as second class matter. January 21,
I W , at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, unde
fb c A ct o f March 3.1879.
ThelMainelWoods thorougnly covers the entire
[of.Maine as to "Hunting. Trapping, Campnsr and Outing news, and the Franklin county
sally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fisb
and game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address o y o u r paper
hanged, please! give the old aa well as new
ddresB.
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T H U R S D A Y , DECEMBER 31, 1914

A happy and prosperous year to
all oUir patrons is the wish of the
Maine Woods.
Stanley Bisibee of Rumford
has
been chosen a director of the Maine
Automobile Assciation.

ENTER PROTEST
t o McDo n a l d
States Other Startling Changes
Will Take Place

Gov. Curtis

VALLEY

ACCOMMODATIONS
AT HONOLULU

much used in Hawaii) can be obtain
ed at Lahaina and the other fishing
points in local waters at reasonable
rates.
There is always a plentiful
suppdy of bait for game and other
fishing.

A Welcome Extended to All Lov

The Hawaii Tuna Club extends to
all lovers of game fishing with rod
ers of (the Rod and Reel.
and reel a welcome to
Hawaiian
waters.
A number of the members
of the Tuna Club of Santa Catalina
The hotels of Honolulu are thor Island, California, have fished in
oughly up-to-date.
There are also local waters, and they have
pro
?. dozen family hotels, and still a nounced the sport excellent.

Find

in Treasury When

Cool

Million

He Takes

Charge Next Week.

The actual cash in the treasury of
the State of Maine on Jan. 1, 1915,
will be $750,000.
In addition to
this, the incoming
administration
will have the advantage of the $250,000 gain in settlement of
school
funds with the State tax. In reality
this constitutes an available fund of
over one million dollars.
This is one of the largest surplus
es in the history of Maine.
The
•cash on hand when Gov.
Haines
■came into service was $457,000. Gov
ernor Cobb left over some $650,000 to
the incoming administration. This
was of such amount as to be con
sidered unusual.
It is surpassed by
the cash on hand Jan. 1, 1915.

M A IN E C E N T R A L

F IN A L L Y

ENTRANCE TO PR IVATE GROUNDS

P A ID greater number of

BY G O V E R N M E N T .

It seems that the Maine Central
railroad was not paid until recently
l'or carrying back to New York the
g id which the German st lamer Kixra
prinzssin Cecille had on board and
the lion. Seth M. Carter of Auburn,
attorney for the road, was in Wash
ington recently to a e about a settle
ment with the government.
An official of the di ipartment of
commerce gave the Maine Central
instructions to ship back the prec
ious cargo but some
lawyers in
Washington have looked into the mat
ter and find that this official had no
authority to contract any such ex
pense.
It is not disputed that he
may have had authority over the
gold, but there was no- fund out of
which he could meet the expense
of taking it to New York.
As an outcome of this, the rail
road had to send Mr. Carter to
Washington, where the case
was
threshed out and a way of paying
the bill was discovered
and the
Maine Central’s claim was adjusted.
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SCENE
GOOD AS S A L E S M A N A N D

TRAP-

SHOOTER.

MAKE YOUR
PLANS TO ATTEND

From cartoonist to travelling sales
man with an expert trapshooting at
tachment hasn’t been such a diffi
Begin to make your plans for atcult stride for E. F. Slear of Ceilings
ti nding the New York Sportsman’s
wood, N. J.
|Show, which will open in that city
Less than two years ago, Mr. Slear
ai the Grand Central Palace, Febru
was delighting thousands of readers
ary 23 for a week.
This is to be
of Sporting Life with his drawings
the old-fashioned kind
that
have
of men and events in the sporting been so popular in the past, with
world.
He was attending shoots
Capt. J. A. H. Dressel at the helm,
now and then and occasionally tak
tie king manager of Sportsman’s
ing bis place on the firing line, Shows.
but his scores were not exeeptional—85 per cent, of broken targets
was high in those days, try as he
might.
When Mr. Slear took seriously to
the sample ease,. his shooting re
ceived added attention.
Laying aside the pen and the crayon tempor
arily, he started in with Dutch per
sistence to develop his trigger finger Former Phillips Boy Now a Suc
both to“ pull” ‘ at the
psychological
cessful Boston Lawyer.
moment and to pencil orders
be
tween shoots.
That be has suc
ceeded in both directions is proved
by the fact that he shot bis Rem
Elias Field, esq., of Boston has
ington through 1914 with an average reason to congratulate himself for
of practically 94 per cent, and that his work on the recent ease tried by
he is about to enter upon his third lnm a report of which we take from
selling year with the same concern tie Boston Post:
for whose service he left his art.
“ One of the largest verdicts to be
Many who
have followed
Mr. returned in this county this year
Siear’s career from the farm in the 15p an accident case was that, yes
Keystone State, where, as he ex terday, of $15,505, awarded to Miss
presses-it, lie “ grew up in a ’Pen Irene Kennedy, a former editor of
nsylvania Dutch’ atmosphere” — an at |the Republic and a writer for the
mosphere that may have contributed American Horse Breeder.
She was
many of his positive qualities— |seriously injured as the result of
through his employment as a call- an automobile collision on May 3,
boy for the Pennsylvania Railroad, 1912.
The machine in which she
his art studies, and lis work on ; was riding at the time eanie into
Sporting Life, will be interested in Icclliision with that of David B. Armwatching the complete transforma |strong, a Somerville plummer, who
tion from artist to business man and was defendant in the suit.
trapshooter.
Miss Kennedy received internal
injuries and suffered a severe ner
CURATOR
JAM ES
TO
MOUNT
vous shock.
Physicians
testified
R A IN B O W T R O U T .
tl at it was doubtful if she would
fu.’ ly recover.
Miss Kennedy was
Curator of
the
State Museum represented by Postmaster William
Thomas A. James recently received F Murray’s law firm, Brown, Field
an order from the New Jersey state & Murray, Mr. Field trying the case.”
museum, officials to mount two rain
By the way, Mr. Field has been
bow trout, which, will be exhibited
most successful in other cases he
in the state museum of that state.
has tried since beginning the prac
tice of law in Boston in 1907.
He
is a graduate of Harvard
College
AQUATIC
and Harvard Law school and did the
t
j four years’ work in college in three.
Vivian Nickails, coach of the Uni Mr. Field is the son of the late
versity of Pennsylvania crew, is nego 1Elias Field of this town who was
tiating with his brother, Guy Nickwidely and well known in this part
alls, who coaches the Yale crew, ter
!
a race betwen the two colleges on of the state, as he was state attor
ney for Franklin county during the
April 3.
1last seven years of his life and was
•..................
#
only 39 years of age at the time of
! h:s death.
GOLF

GETS VERDICT
FOR $15,505

MANAGEMENT

W ill

: .
,

' «

Some of the most prominent busi
ness men of Portland
waited on
Pres. Morris McDonald of the Maine
Central to make protest against the
change in schedule on the Mountain
division, which they asserted would
seriously affect the business inter
ests of their city, but was only told
that the change must stand and that
also far more startling changes were
to be made in other parts of the
State.
S P L E N D ID

„

excellent board
ing houses.
Hotel rates are $1.00
Per day and upward, European plan,
and from $3.00 per day up, American
plan.
The boarding houses charge
from $7.00 to $12.00 per week. Res
taurant charges are reasonable and
tne service excellent.
At Lahaina,
adjoining the Club House of the
Hawaii Tuna Club, on the Island of
Maui, the Hotel for anglers is a
good one, situated close
to the
wharf for launches and sampans,
with a magnificent
marine view.
Wailuku, the County seat of Maui,
the starting point for the trip to
ti e extinct crater of Haleakala, has
a modern hotel, with first-class ac
commodations and reasonable charg
es.
At Hilo, on the Island of Ha
waii, and at other points throughout
the group, are other good hotels’.
Fast and commodious * steamers
make regular trips from Honolulu to
a.P the principal points in the group.
Ti e trip from Honolulu t© Lahaina
along
magnificent scenery, and
through the deep waters of the Is
land channels, takes but a few hours.

‘One great joy of Honolulu is the
sea bathing, for nothing can surpass
it.
Those who find delight in this
redimentary pursuit must go to the
Hawaiian Islands to understand it
in perfection.
It may be claimed
that there is luxurious bathing on
the Lido by Venice, or at Atlantic
City, or on the coast between Cape
Town and Durban.
These places, as
Mercutio said of his wound, “ will
serve,” but they fail to approach
such bathing as can be found in the
cove which lies in the shelter of
Diamond Head.”
Fish Die When Drawn From Depths.

In the great depths of the ocean the
temperature is little above freezing,
no matter what it may be at the sur
face. When the dragnets which are
used in the work are brought to the
surface containing specimens of ani
mals and fish inhabiting the deep,
most of the creatures are deat|. In
fact, all those from the deeper points
are killed by removing them from wa
ters of groat hydrostatic pressure to
continuously decreasing pressures.

Launches and sampans (a commod S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
ious Japanese gasoline fishing boat
W O O DS.
$1.00 A Y E A R .

A Santa Barbara (Cal.) hotel adver
tises it has three kinds of golf in con
nection; probably bad, worse and
worst.
* * *
About January 1 the golf bugs will
lay up their tools for the winter, tak
ing them out again about January 15,
however, for early Bpring practice.
You can’t stop ’em.
* * *
Detroit is regarded as the almost
certain location of the next amateur
golf championship, as the West has
had but one in the last five meets. The
Detroit course is that regarded by Vardon as the best in America.

Mr. Field with Mrs. Field and his
law partner Postmaster and Mrs. W.
F. Murray is taking a much needed
vacation of a week in Pbilli.ps, visit
ing his mother, Mrs. Mary Field and
brothers H. H. and D. F. Field and
for a little exercise the party is
coasting, taking several mile hikes,
etc.
They will probably return to
Boston Saturday of this week.

Character.

If we would weave charactc
must ftrst separate our Ideas troi
habits, unless our habits are id
Judge.
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MANAVISTA IN
HOLIDAY ATTIRE

One cent it word in advance. No headline or
8ther display. Subjects in a. b, c, order

f’OK SALE—Edison Dictating
ma
chine. In first dase condition. In(jaire at Maine Woods office.
FOR SERVICE—Registered
Wiliite !
CONGRESS DECREES DOLLARS IN 
Chester boar.
Don Ross, Phillips.
D U L G I N G IN L U X U R I E S M U S T
F I R S T S A L U T E T H E FLAG.

Manager and Mrs. Haskell’s Good
Taste Shown Throughout
Establishment

We note the following in the
Evening Journal of Bradentown, Flor
ida:
W a r Revenue Tax of $105,000,000
H. A. Haskell, manager of the
Levied— Beer Bears Brunt of
Manavista hotel, backed up by the
Burden.
natural instincts of a thorough hotel
man
and the real Christmas spirit,
Congress has levied a war tax of
Black foxes are property and they
converted the whole lower floor of
$105,000,000
to
offset
a
similar
amount
are taxable under the statute the j
of loss on iipport revenue due to the the hotel into a thing of beauty and
same as other chattels, according to
European disturbances and of this j joy for his many guests on Christ
i.ii opinion rendered Wednesday by , amount
beer
is
the
heaviest1mas day.
As one entered the lobby
Hen. Roscoe T. Holt of
Portland, contributor, having been assessed ap they were impressed with its very
the assistant attorney general,
in ! proximately $50,000,000; a stamp tax on attractiveness and home-like air of
response to a query by Hon. Bert- j negotiable instruments, it is estimated.;
comfort and ease.
Large tubs of
mud G. Mclntire, of Bast Water will yield $31,000,000; a tax on the growing palms, rubber trees amd ferns
ford, the chairman cf the hoard o f : capital stock of banks of $4,300,000 were in just the right nook.
The
and a tax on tobacco, perfumes, thea
state assessors.
big pillars were all entwined with
ter
tickets,
etc.,
makes
the
remainder.
The decision of Ass’t. Att’y. Gen,
Congress has decreed that the trailers of grateful vine and branch
Holt is as follows:
brewer, the banker and the investor es of Florida holly, wilth its wealth
“The question whether black foxes must shoulder the musket and march of shining red berries.
The big
0'.' fox farms are taxable depends to the front; that milady who would open fire place drew attention
to
whether they are subjects of proper add to her beauty must first tip Uncle 1its very beauty, the day was so
ty.
Though no property exists in Sam, and a doflar that seeks pleasure warm and balmy, with bright sun
wild animals so long as they remain must first salute the flag; that Pleas- j shine and singing birds outside, no
ir their natural state, when roduc-1 ure a” d Profit—the twin heroes of fire was needed, and on the hearth
ed to possession they are subjects ; many wars—shall fight the nation’s were placed graceful growing green
battles and by an ingeniously ar- j
of property as are other chattels, j
The big homey
mantle
ranged schedule of taxation congress t'nngs.
entitled to protection of the law. j ,has shifted the war budget from the j above showed the artistic touch of
Thus in Jaimes versus Wood,
82 t shoulders of Necessity to those of a woman’s hand, and the ideas of
Maine 173, an action of trespass was j Choice and Gain, touching in its Mors'. Haskell, in its arrangement of
sustained for liberating
a
deer j various ramifications almost every line long strings of white popcorn, ef
which the plaintiff had captured and of business.
fectively festooned with strings of
All hail the dollar that bleeds for
had confined on his land.
red berries, while red Christmas
“Black foxes raised for commercial ! its country; that bares its breast to candles and frosty looking
snow
the fortunes of war and risks Its life
purposes are likewise
subject
of j
tor preserve the stability and integrity, balls blended with Nature’s greens
property entitled to the protection of the nation’s credit.
piled on the mantle, and from it on
of the law amd should therefore be
The market place has always been hooks hung a half dozen well-filled
liable for taxation to pay for pro a favorite stand for war revenue col stockings.
The tea room, den an.d
tection.
Since they are property, j lectors. The trader is a great finan-1 the ladies’ parlor were all gay with
they are taxable under the statute j cial patriot His dollar is the first to the season’s colors of green
and
rally around the star-spangled banner
the sa®ae as other chattels.”
red.
and the last to hear the coo of the
The decorations of the dining room
dove of peace. He is called upon to
buy cannon; to feed and clothe the; were especially artistic, the big white
boys in blue and each month cheer j pillars being half hidden in wreaths
their hearts with the coin of the of holly, while the only inclosed side
’ ’ Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
Men can neither be free nor of the room was banked high with
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above j realm.
Bamed animals at all times o f year. Write or
brave without food and ammunition, boughs of cedar anil holly, and clus
wire what you have to otfer, stating lowest
and money is rs important a factor ters of the same were placed above
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
me for prices and information before buying.
in war as blood
Many monuments
t.ne doors and windows.
On each
F. STEVENS,
have been erected in honor of heroes j
Dover, Maine
table
prepared
for
its
group
of guests
Tel. 64.15
slain jn battles, poems have been writ
ten eulogizing their noble deeds and with spotless linen and shining silver
the nation honors its soldiers while stood a Christmas candle with its
WE G U A R A N TE E TO INCR E A SE they live and places a monument upon i gay little red shade, and near it a
YOUR CATCH GF R A W FURb IF their graves when they die, but very
dainty pot of growing fern.
OUR BAITS ARE USED. With each
Dainty dinner favors were provided
bottle we give a written guarantee, i little has been said of the dollar that
and if not satisfied your money will be bears the burdens of war.
by the host to the seventy-five guests
returned. We must please you or lose Honor to the Dollar that Bears the who were present to enjoy the elab
Burdens of W ar.
money.
at
All honor to the dollar that an orate Christmas dinner served
6000 BOTTLES H A V E A L R E A D Y !
BEEN SOLD AND NOT ONE T R A P  swers the call to arms and, when t.1 is popular West Coast hotel.
PER H AS ASKED FOR HIS M O N E Y ; the battle is over, bandages the
B A C K . __________
wounds of stricken soldiers, lays a M A N A V I S T A H O T E L X M A S D I N 
wreath upon the graves of fallen
NER.
A N IM A L ATTRACTOR
will lure all flesh eating animals such as heroes and cares for the widows and
the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive*, erm orphans.
Oyster Cocktail.
ine, wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin,
All honor to the industries that
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid. bend their backs under the burdens
Clear Green Turtle aux Quenelles
M USKR AT ATTRACTOR
of war; lift the weight from the shoxilN
Consomme Royale
For luring muskrats only. Price (100- ders of the poor and build a bulwark
150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
around the nation’s credit.
Celery
Salted Almonds
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
All honor to those who contribute
Spanish Olives
For luring beaver only. Price (100-150 to the necessities and administer to
sets) $ 1.00 postpaid.
the comforts of the boys who are
marching: cool the fever of afflicted Filet of Pompano Broiled, Montpelier
TR A IL SCENT
For making trails to and from sets, j soldiers and kneel with the cross be Iced Cucumbers
Pommes Duchesse
Very powerful odor.
Economical to side dying heroes
use. ^Price $1.00 postpaid.
A dollar may fight its competitor in
Sweetbreads a la Rothchild
3 Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00 business, industries may struggle for
Native
Crab Flakes Newburg
DON’T W A S T E Y O U R TIM E A N D supremacy in trade and occupations
Queen Fritters, Vanilla Sauce
MONEY W ITH BAITS T H A T M A Y may view each other with envy or
OR M AY NOT BE GOOD. U SE A T  suspicion, but when the bugle calls
TRACTORS AN D BE SURE OF RE they bury strife and rally around the
Victoria Punch
SULTS— AN INCREASED CATCH.
flag, companions and friends, mess
mates and chums, all fighting for one Roast Prime Ribs of Beef ail Jus
Animal Attractor Company,
Roast Tenderloin of ' Pork,
Apple
flag, one cause and one country.
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.
Sauce
The luxuries in life have always
been the great burden-bearers in gov Tennessee Turkey with Cranberries
ernment. We will mention a few of
them giving the annual contributions
Boiled Potatoes
Steamed Rice
to the nation’s treasury: Liquor, $250,Crushed Potatoes
000,000; tobacco. $103,000,000; sugar,
$54,000,000; silks. $15,500,000; dia Asparague on Toast, Drawn Butter
Lima Beans
Fried Egg Plant
monds, $3,837,000; millinery, $2,479.Creamed Cauliflower
000; furs, $2,024,000 and automobiles.
$870,000. We collect $665,000,000 of
internal and custom revenue annually
Chesapeake Mallard Duck
W i lli a m F . N y e is the great
and $450,000,000 of this amount classi
Currant Jelly
fies as luxuries, and to this amount
est authority on refined oils in the
we should add the $100,000,000 war tax
Lettuce and Tomato Salad,
world. He was the first bottler; has
now levied.
Mayonnaise
Manavista Salad
the largest business and N Y O I L
The war tax is immediately effec
tive. Tramp! Tramp! Tramp! the
is the best oil he has ever made.
Christmas Pudding
industries are marching $100,000,000
N Y O IL
Mince Pie
strong and beneath the starry flag Pumpkin Pie
they will fill the treasury again while ;
HAS NO EQUAL.
they shout, “Hurrah for Uncle Sam!”
Tutti Frutti Ice Cream
Beware of scented mixtures called
Angel Cake
Fruit Cake
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
In every field of human activity the
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
demand for more competent men and Golden Dates
Canton Ginger
tion.
women is growing every day Espe
English Walnuts
Malaga Raisins
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
cially so in agriculture.
your firearms and your rod. You will

BLACK FOXES
TAXED IN MAINE

LET’S GET
ABOARD
t

Are you going to the

Sportsman’s Show
- in -

NEW YORK
THE 20th OF FEBRUARY, 1915
It’s going to be a hummer, done
t

in the good “ old fashioned” way.

M A IN E

FOXES WANTED

find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM

F. N Y E ,

New Bedford, Mas*.

Is going to have a big exhibit
in charge o f

J.

Waldo l Nash, of Norway
Drop him a line today.

During the present outbreak of the
TOTALS FOR THE
disease, there-have been killed in
this state (Massachusetts) not only
but liogs, hens, and valuable
SEASON 1914 j cattle,
Collie dogs, which with other prop. erty destroyed would reach a valua|tion of over half a million dollars.
! New Hampshire, Rhode Island
and
; other states have fared the same,
j After sending a copy of the remedy
! to the Governor and also to the
1Comimisson&rs of Animal Industry,
■with a protest against the destruc; tion of valuable herds, I got a re
ply containing the following senten-

The game receipts for the Season
are as follows:
2453 deer, 80 bear
and 65 moose, as against 2456 deer,
51 moose and 17 bear last year.
The last hunters to record game
at the Bangor station were:
1 deer
J. Hamel, Bangor,
1 deer i oes:
Hatch, Costigan,
First. “ I know of no instance
1 deer
E J. Brown, Old Town,
where anyone contends that foot
deer
1
W. Hinds, Portland,
and mouth disease is not curable.”
1 deer
G. A. Powers, Old Town,
Second. ‘Or where the animals, do
The weather conditions for^huinting not, in more than 95 per cent recov
were very poor much of the time er without any treatment Whatso
ever.’’
this season.
Third.
“ So far as the present
outbreak goes, I have not heard of
a single death among the animals
effected.”
Fourth.
“ Largely the reason for
killing and the vigorous efforts to
thoroughly cleanse the premises has
to do solely with the economic ques
tion of destroying a few animals in
Much Agitation Over the Stringent order that the' disease may
not
spread to countless numbers.”
Methods Used
I therefore proposed to the Com
mission this conundrum.
“ If the
disease is curable, if 95 per cent
Boston, Mass., Dec. 21, 1914.
get well without treatment, if none
die, if the other scant five
per
To the Readers of Maine Woods:
cent can be cured at an expense of
On the ninth page of the Maine
fifty cents each and
little labor
Woods of December 10, you
will
what great Inarm will the spreading
find ‘‘A certain cure for foot and
Confections
Home pride is a mighty valuable as
mouth disease in its early stages,” do?”
set, and the farmer who has none is
In next week’s issue I will give
Roquefort
and which will cost less than 50 cents
carrying a heavy handicap on the Young American,
substantial proof that it does
not
each
and
a
little
labor.
One
man
Edam Cheese
road to success.
spread in any such way as is gen
can
care
for
50
cattle
and
they
will
Saltines Zweibach Water Cracker
all be welll in from seven days to erally supposed.
Work is the sal/e that heals tha
John L. Hammett.
three weeks.
wounded heart
Demi Tasse

OF INTEREST TO
ALL NEW ENGLAND
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Mr. Hill, who is of English parent
age, at the beginning o f the war in
While the venison is cooking, cut Europe hastened voluntarily to join
He is an expert
off the lean meat for the shank end his colors there.
and chop the bone.
Cook one slic motorcyclist, and “ made his) territory
ed onion in- hot dripping in a small or a motorcycle while engaged in
stew pan till a rich color,
-then b usi-nes.s in Florida.
The branch of service to which he
brown tine lean venislon in the same
Great Shooting-^at the U. S. R. A.
fat.
When- all browned add
one has been assigned in Europe opens
Outdoor Championships.
quart of cold water, one teaspoon the way for exercise of his peculiar
of mixed whole spices, a bit of bay skill.
Many of the thrilling stories
leaf, the peel from one-fourth of a of the war have been founded in
l-emon, and one teaspoon of salt. the heroism of tire motorcycle squads
That Alfred P. La ire, of New York,
Let it stew until reduced one-halif, and their feats of daring. Often they
the young wizard who carried off the
or till the meat is done, strain it, are in the vanguard in points of
short arms honors ait the Stockholm
and remove the fat.
Cook
two danger.
Olympic championships, kept up his
-Mr. Hill’s letter was written on
teaspoons!
of
flo-ur
in
two
tablespoons
marvelous work by winning the allof browned butter, -add gradually the December first.
The fortunes) of
around. competitions again this year
changes
strained istock, and wInert thick and war have wrought many
i-' indicated in the official scores of
smooth add one tablespoon of lemon since that time and brought much of
the 1914 outdoor championship con
juice, three tablespoons of current peril to the men in the'trenches, in
tests! of the tTnited States Revolver
jelly, and a d-a.sib of -paprika. Serve the charge, and on the wheels which
Association just announced.
in a gravy boat.
Many will prefer have rendered efficient and most
These national revolver and pistol
only ithe dish gravy or juice, which valuable service in the camp and on
contests are held contemporaneous
should flow freely after tine carving, the battle lines.
ly at Portland, Me.; Newport, R. I.;
therefore -have currant, grape or plai
Many residents of Bradentown who
Grenwich, Conn.; Neiw York, N. Yr.;
jelly passed separately.
If,_ when remember the dashing young broker
Madison Barracks, N. Y.; Philadel
you made your jelly, you renrember- will wish hian weU in his present
phia, Pa.; Baltimore, Md.;
Pitts
ed to mould some of it in tin 'in position of peril.
burg, Pa.; Greensbu-rg, Pa.; Youngs
The hopeful letter follows:
dividual cups or glasses thisl will be
town, O.; Columbus, O.; Fort Wayne,
Headquarters, 4th Infantry Brigade,
a good time to use it.
Ind.; Chicago, 111.; St. Louis, Mo.;
Canadian Force, Sl'm-g Plantation
Be careful
to have the dinner
Denver, Colo,; and San Francisco,
Camp, Salisbury Plains, Wilts,
piateiS piping hot, for venison chills
Cal.
Competition in the various
England, Dec. 1st. 1914.
easily, and -iis not palatable when col
events takes1 place under conditions
My very dear Friend: Juslt a fenFor this reason, also, he -Sure- to have
that are identical in alii localities.
the gravy fully prepared while the lines to tell you where I am, wlmt
It happened that the weather con
I am doing, and to thank you for
meat is cooking.
ditions which prevailed during the
I
A sa-l-ad of lettuce, cabbage or cel your nice letter of Sept. 27th.
meet were practically the same in
have
been
disappointed
in
regard
to
ery,
simply
dressed
with
French
al1 parts of the country, exceeding
dressing, is often served with veni reaching the front as I enlisted on
ly had, so that the. shooters of one
son.
Cauliflower, -slweet and white Sept. 7th, four days after rr.j arri
city had no adv«T'* ig. over those in
I joined the Co-v . al Infantry,
potatoes, -spinach -and
Brussels val.
other tow” "
did they sluffer any
sprouts are suitable vegetables for a but they failpr1 " reach the number
ham”
Inclement weather kept
ror" ”' rd !' :r a battalion, and we who
venison dinner.
■u c.x the final list of entries, and
Prime venison, is a dark reddish had joined them were amalgamated
interfered seriously with the scoring
brown color, with short,tender fibres) with a London battalion, short like
possibilities, but notwithstanding un
ourselves.
They are still training
and clear white fat.
favorable conditions the
shooting
in
Sussex.
I obtained a transfer to
was of an unusually high, order,
the
Canadian
Force two weeks ago
previous high scores being bettered
and am acting as dispatch rider to
in four events.
the headquarters staff of this bri
The first thatch, Match A, was for
gade (4,000 men), so am kept very
target revolvers, with, five strings of
busy.
The roads and plains are aw
ten shots each fired within an hour.
ful. It is the rainy season, and tire
Standard American targets were used
Hill, Frequent Bradentown Visitor heavy motor transports, traction en
and the
stance, fifty yards,' was
gines, guns, etc., nave cut up the
tli,A sjame in all competitions.
roads dreadfully.
We are
33,000
Tells of the British Army Life
strong and are under canvas.
The
The national medal winners as of
ficially announced were as follows:
A Bradentown Florida paper says: nearest town (Salisbury) is 12 miles
Manavista hotel has inau grated or away, so it is like being camped in
First—A. P. Lane, New York, shoot
chestra
slervice for the season. Music the wilderness.
ing a Colt .38 and Remington-UMC
We usual^ have frost at night, so
was
in
evidence last night, for tine
cartridges!, scored 458 out of a
we are really roughing it.
Lots of
first
time
during
the
winter,
contri
possible 500.
buting to the pleasure of guests sickness among the men, although
Second—George Armstrong, San Fran
and to the delight of Manager H. A. we have not yet been under fire,
cisco, Smith & Wesson .38; Rem- 735 out of a possible 1,000.
are
Haskell who is elated because of but the majority of the men
ngton-UMC, 455 out of 500.
C O O K IN G V E N I S O N
very fit and capable of undergoing
Fourth—Pennsylvania State Police:
|the quality of the offering.
My health and spirits
Winters 187, Nicholson 175, Moore
Manager Haskell, after having se- hardships.
Third—Dr. J. H. Snook, Columbus,
172, Watts 160, team total 694 Directions for Larding Haunch.— |cured the services of O. M. Bar are excellent, am pleased to say. Just
O., Colt Army; 452 out of 500.
What to Serve W it h it.
nett, violinist, of Bradentown and when we will go to the front I can't
out of a possible 1,000.
Fourth—Dr. Harry E. Sears, Bever
Palmetto,
the most skillful artist in say, as we have no instructions from
Match F, the rapid fire contest
ly, Mass., Smith & Wesson .38,
Many cooks unfamiliar with- meth this part of South Florida,
Of course, there are
wbosic ’’ eadquarters.
;
vPih
p-#
ket
rcv»*v^„,
<.o.misted
of
j
Remington-UMC; 447 out of 500.
ods of preparing venison will wel services hav-e been much sought in
rumors
flying
around.
Will
j five strings of five shots each, fired
Fifth—Dr. C. A. Burgeson, Denver, j within thirty Seconds.
private try to send you a photo of my motor
The medal come thesie suggestions from Mary J. connection with public and
Smith & Wesson-Pope Spl.;
446 winners and the official scores fol- Lincoln, the famous Boston cook musicales, authorized him to pro cycle and self if I can get it taken
ing school teacher:
out of 500.
ceed o Tampa to select a piaui-st this week.
' low:
Great Britain must have 2,000,000
as accompanislt..
The violinist spent
The conditions for Match B, with First—Dr. J. H. Snook, Columbus,
Larded Venison
men
in training in the British Isles
several
days
in
Tampa
and
succeed
target pistol, were the same.
Colt Army Spl.; 214 out of 250.
They’ll be need
ed in finding the musician he sought. at this moment.
Winners in this event, and their |Second—C. M. McCutchen, Denver,
.The haunch is) the part
usually F. C. Cambierfi teacher and concert, ed' when we assume the offensive in
Smith & Wesson; 213 out of 250.
scores!, are as follows: ’
served as larded venison, and if from player of superior skill, is the play the sprin.g
I hope that the Flor
Third—A.
P.
Lane,
New
York,
Smith
a small animal and properly trim er.
First—George Armstrong, San Fran
The players, they declare, are ida hotelsl will not suffer on account
& Wesison, Remington-UMC; 204 med, it is none too large for a in sympathy and touch.
cisco, .22 Smith & Wesson-Pope,
They prom of the war and that your fine estab
out of 250.
small family.
Use only the upper ise a series of splendid evenings) of lishment will be well patronized. I
Remington-UMC; 476 out of 500.
IFourth—W. E. Fennell, Boston, Colt part of the leg and hip, cutting off diversion for guests at the Maniavis am grateful to Miss Altree for her
considerable of the shank bone, whic ta.
kindness and can assure her that I
Army Spl.; 203 out of 250.
Hereafter there will be orchestra will do my duty in France, whenever
Fifth—W. L. Darling, Boston, Colt will a.nstwer for a soup or stew or
gravy.
Wipe the megt, and be care music during lunch and dinner hour I am afforded the opportunity.
A
Army Spl.; 200 out of 250.
ful to remove all the hairs and the and during the evening hours.
m-ery Xmas and a happy and prosper
The All-Around Championship hon
fine crumbly 1wanes where the leg
ous New Year to you and Mrs. Has
ors, awarded to the contestant hav
was sawed.
Lay it on a meat board
kell,
Miss Alitree and Mr. Weetaway.
Thomas
H.
Hill,
of
the
Hill
Brok
ing the greatest aggregate
scores
put the hoard in a firm place, and erage Company, Tampa, who former
Ever yours faithfully,
made in Match A. B, F, plus oneyou pound the met all over with ly visited Bradentown in the inter
THOMAS H. HILL.
fifth the score of Match C, again
heavy blows from, a rolling pin. This est of hi® company at regular inter
fell to Lane, whose grand total wa®
breaks and loosens) the connective vals, and who was a frequent guest
1, 242 out of a possible total of
tissue between the fibres and makes at the Manavista, has written his
I,
400.
Second place went to Dr.
the meat more tender.
Wipe again friend, Manager H. A. Haskell, of the
J. H. Snook, with 1.235, while C.
and rub all- over with lemon juice. hotel, a letter from his headquarters,
M. CcCutchen was awarded
third
Trim off some of the fat to use for in England, wbich will prove inter
prize with his total of 1,230. This Is
hasting, and the skin wherever it esting to many friends of the young
the second year in succession that
is too thick for the pork to be drawn man in this city.
young Lane has carried off premier
through easily.
honors.
His scores in every event
Lard the thickest -part of the m im iim im iiiiiiiiiiim tiiiiim im m iiiiim iiiiiiim m iiitiim iiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiim tutin
placed him among the medal win
meat all over the upper surface. Tie
of ners.
it into compact shape, put it in a
William Tell Flour
Armstrong's shooting, especially in baking pan with some of the fat or a
and you needn’t worry
Match B, is worthy of particular little veal suet underneath the meat.
mention.
He nipt only shattered Dredge it with flour and roast it in
about baking day. Bread?
434 Congress St.,
Always light, fine and white. J
the previous high mark for
this a hot oveii about an hour and a -half.
What YO U Need
. Cakes and pies? Biscuit? /
j
P
O
R
T
L
A
N
D
,
M
A
IN
E
-j
Perhaps
YOU—like hundreds of
event,
but
in
his
fourth
string
scor
Baste
it
every
10
minutes,
using
[ The best you ever tasted! fi
others—are all “ run down.” Not
ed a ten-shot possible, 100, as ex first a little melted butter, and, when | Erected in 1911, and positively the only |
1 Besides, William Tell goes / l
sick enough to take to bed—nor
Fireproof Hotel in the City
|A farthest — worth remem- nfl
cellent a performance as has! ever the flour is brown, decreasle the heat
miss work. But your appetite is
| Elevator Service, Private and Public |
ftl bering when living is so
been given in these national events. somewhat so the fat will not burn. | Baths and every convenience for the^com- 1
poor—your food doesn’t digest—
ftffi high. Think or all this, im
your bowels fail to act freely
The broken record, 469, was held by Toward the last you may add half a | fort of sruests including
wM and instead of ordering
“ L. F.” Atwood’ s Medicine
Dr. Calkins.
ML “ flour” order
JtM
cup of water -to the fat, renewing dlt j HOT AND COLD RUNNING 1
will tone you up so you feel like new.
In Match C, the previous mark was as fast as it evaporate®.
Venison 1 WATER AND LOCAL AND I
B ath , M e .
“ W e h ave u sed yo u r ‘ L . F . ’ A tw o o d 's
625, by Dr. Snook.
Mr. McCutchen’ should be cooked rare, and after the 1 LONG
DISTANCE TELE- 1
M ed ic in e fo r the last ten vears for all
k in d s o f sick n ess, and w e think it a great
217 in Match D was bettered. Dr. first 20 miinutesl allow about 10 min | PHONE IN EVERY ROOM 1
fam ily rem edy. 1 know of oth ers who
Snook, who lost the high in Match utes to the pound.
Do not pierce it 1 SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED 1
h ave u sed it and w h o regard it just as
h ig h ly . T w o or th ree d o ses w ill tone a per
C, had the s at islfaction o,f better With- a fork while cooking, for every | FEATURING PO.- ULAR PRICE MENUS 1
son rig h t up, and m ake him feel lik e new.
ing Mr. Lane’s 211 in Match
F. drop of the juice must be retained in | American Plan $2.50 per day, upward 1
[signed] F . B. L e w in
B ig b o ttle — 35c— yon r d e a le r’s.
| Enropenn Plan $1,00 per day, upward §
The Denver Revolver Club bettered the meat.
S am p le F R E E b y m a il— from us.
When done, take -it up E L etters o f inquiry refirarHinir ratou e t c ., prom ptly a n sw ered. =
C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.,
‘ L. F.” Medicine Co.. Portland, Me.
their own previous score in the on ito a very hot platter, and insert | H E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMELEIN, |
Phillips, Maine.
P
rop
rietors
=
club shoot, from 776 to 799.
a paper ruffle on the bone end.
-TiiiiiiimiiiinmmiiiiniimmmmiMmuiiimimiiiiiriiimiiiiiiimumiiniimiiiiii

LANE WINS
THE ALL AROUND

Just order a sack

A DEER PARK
NEAR BANGOR

Second—Dr. Harry E. Sears, Bever
ly, Mass., .22 Smith &
Wesson ‘
Pope, Remington-UMC; 466 out of
500.
Third—C. W. Randall, San Francis
co, .38 Smith & Wesson-Pope, Remington-UMC; 462 out of 500.
It’s at Kenduskeag Canoe Club,
Fourth—•Paul A. Raymond,
Green
wich, Conn.. Smith & Wesson; 462 and Deer Are as Tame as Dogs
out of 500.
Fifth—A. P. Lame, Neiw York, Smith
Visitors to the attractive Kendns& Wesson-Pope, Remington-UMC;
kea-g Cance and Country Club are
459 out of 500.
much interested in the deer park, to
Match C. the rapid fire competit which a young doe has been added
ion with military revolvers, called recently.
The buck deer which was
for seventy-five shots, fifteen strings taken there laist summer Is thriving
of five each fired within fifteen sec in captivity and the two animals are
onds.
The medal winners and of as tame as dog si and seem to apprec
ficial scores follow:
iate petting.
A lean-to has
just
Firsit-—C. M. McCutchen, Denver, .38
been built for the animals for pro
Smith & Wesson; 627 out of 750.
tection during the cold blasts,
and
Second—Dr. J. H. Snook, Columbus, they are fed from food from the
Colt Army Spl.; 623 out of 750.
club house table.
Several of tine
Third—A. P. .Lame, New York, Colt, women who visited the club
some
weeks ago expressed anxiety for the
Riefm.imgto-n-UlMC; 606 out of 750.
Fourth—F. J. Dreher, Denver, Smith deer in the cold weather, as there
was no protection then, hut it was
& Wesson; 600 out of 750.
Fifth—Dr. D. A. Atkinson,
Pitts explained that the advice of the
burg, Colt service; 582 out of 750. game wardens was that a heavy coat
would form if the animal was not
Match D, a re-entry, with military
housed too early.
revolvers, consisted of five strings
Plans are being considered by the
of five shots each, within
fifteen
officers and members of the club to
seconds.
The winners and their of
make the resort even more attrac
ficial scores follow:
tive next season by the addition of
First—Dr. J. H. Snook,
Columbus), new opportunities for outdoor sports.
Colt Army Spl.; 221 out of 250.
There are many golf enthusiasts who
Second:—Dr. D. A. Atkinson, Pitts would like a few liolesi laid out for
burgh, .38 Smith & Wesson Milit a practice course, and it is probable
ary, Remington-UMC; 217 out of that action will be taken in that di
250.
rection, as there is space in the club
Third—C. M. McCutchen,
Denver, fields for some good drives and fine
putting greens.
A baseball diamond
Smith & Wesson; 214 out of 250.
Fourth—A. P. Lame, New
York, is also among the matters under dis
There is' much base-bail
Colt Military. Remington-UMC; 205 cussion.
talent in the club membership, with
but of 250.
a plenty enthusiasm for the national
Fifth—F. J. Dreher, Denver, Smith
sport.
A croquet ground has been
& Wesson; 203 out of 250.
partially constructed and this will be
Match E was the four man team completed next spring.
Additions) to
competition with the conditions the the club house will be made in the
siame as in Match D.
The winning near future.
The new steward, Mr.
clubs and their scores were:
Thompson is receiving many words; o
First—Denver Revolver Club:
Dr. praise from the members and guests
Burgeson 213, McCutcheon
198, for the excellence of the cuisine and
Poindexter 194, Dreher 194, team service.
total 799 out of a possible 1,000.
The tennis court, which was out
Second—1st Cavalry, 111. N.
G.; of commission last summer, will be
Byrne 208, Turner 196,
Whigam finished in the early spring and is
184, Mattes/ 174, team total 762 expected to be one cf the best in
this) section.
Tennis has become
out of a possible 1,000.
Third—Manhattan Rifle & Revolver immensely popular at the club and
Assn.; Lane 203,
Raymond 193, some fine players have been devel
Sayre 181, Hoyt 158, team total oped.

Gravy for Venisort

HASKELL OBTAINS
GOOD MUSICIANS

I Catering to ‘‘Up State” Folks!

( CHASE HOUSE)

M A IN E

WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,
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N. Taylor, Portland; Silas of the State are needed to help the
MUM’S THE WORD William
B. Adams, Portland; Stanley BLsIbee, farmer.
A scientific study of road
Romford; Dr. Charles M.
Sleeper, conditions taking into account the
WITH COMMITTEE Berwick; Chariest S. Hichborn, Au people to be served and tile goods to

gusta; Leith S. Black, Moulton; Prof. be marketed should be made.
Mr.
George T. Files, Brunswick;
David Stetson pointed out that it costs on
Rockland, and William
D. an average of 23 cents a mile in
Large Consignment of Adult Trout Talbot,
Pennell, Lewiston.
They will meet the United States for trucking goods
within short time to elect officers.
over the country roads.
This is 50
and Fingerlings
Several plans for winter legisla per cent more than the cost in Eu
tion were brought up and the questio ropean countries.
It ought to be
of
lights
on
all
vehicles,
state
con
done
for
12
or
15
cents:
a mile in
A consignment o'; large trout and
fingerlings from *he state fish hatch trol of speed on state highways will Maine.
The basic industry o,f agriculture,
ery at WTkimsonville was received probably be framed into bills and
yesterday by Worcester county fish presented to the Legislature. C. S. Mr. Stetson said, shou-ld not be sub
“ I believe
and game association and liberated Stetson, in his address, brought out ordinated to pleasure.
the
fact
that
the
Maine
State
Grange
in
trunk
lines
with
radial
lines!
to the
in streams to the vicinity of Wor
and the Maine Automobile Associa farm centers,” he said.
He also de
cester.
The consignment consisted of abou tion are working for the same 'end, clared that to liis travels about the
1200 adult trout and 1000 fingerlings. that of the best interests of the State he had found that the people
The large trout were hatchery fislh state so far a.s its! highway policy were not in sympathy w-itli any plan
is concerned.
He praised the work that looked to the building of high
E. L. V., Macon, Ga.:
4. Your friend probably based his from which eggs had been taken to
of the Association and declared that priced boulevards,. He urged that all
1. Is there any way to keep a gum conclusions on condition,& wfhicih be hatched to the winter.
more people interested to good roads
The fish averaged to weight be lit had been responsible for
from rust tog?
would be present ordinarily when a
2. Afteir using a gum a few years triad was to be made which would tween a half and three-fourths1 of a good roads . agitation and develop should get together for the good of
ment than any other single organi the state.
dee® ift affect the choke any?
include a wind from some direction pound.
zation to the state.
That there is nothing more apparent
The waters in which they were
3. Are smokeless sh ells better for which would blow the light .22 cal
Several matters of importance than tire need of a la,w to compel all
planted
will
not
be
made
known
un
ibre
bulLet
farther
from
its
course
a gun than any other kind?
were dislcussed but their decisions vehices to carry ights: was the con
til the opening of the fishing sea
1. No gum will rust if
(properly at two hundred yards than the hea
were left with the board of direct tention of Prof. George T. Fades of
son
for
trout.
A
year
ago
a
simi
taken came of no matter how old it vy, high powered bullet.
ors which will meet in a short Bowdoin college.
He insisted that
lar lot of large trout was planted
is. A rusty gum or rifle is a sign
time.
it.
wa,si
a
matter
of
equity that if
in
Quinapoxet
river
with
the
ex
of a careless amid indifferent hunter. A. R. T., Memphis, Tenm.:
the automobiles were forced to carry
pectation that they would
furnish
I
am
going
to
buy
a
mew
revolver
A shot-gun should be thoroughly
lights, other vehicles! should carry
fishing to the open sleason.
cleaned every day it is used with and before I do I want some advice.
them.
He asked Mr. Stetson if
Members of the association who
I
want
to
do
target
shooting
but
at
a good nitrosolvemt oil.
A stunt
the
farmers
of Maine wouldn’t in
know the spot in which the trout
•which a number of duck
shooters tlie same time I want a revolver
time come to this iijea.
were
liberated
went
there
on
the
are using is to coat their shotguns which cam be used as a side arm
“ The majority of the people would
opening morning of the season and
with grease before going out.
It for hunting purposes. Will you please
favor
lights,” said Mr. Stetson in
caught some large trout.
But no
isn’t necessary to have the grease answer the following questions which
reply.
“ Many of the farmers now
body eise caught any nor were there
will
enable
me
to
decide
just
what
all over the gun in great gobs, a
think
there
is such a law to effect
State Master Stetson Says Grange
any caught, later.
I want.
very thin coating is sufficient.
and they are carrying lights! at
The failure to catch any of the
1. Does the length of barrel have
night.”
Not Making War
2. The number of years a shotgun
were
anything to do with the accuracy of trout except the few which
is im use does not indicate the ataken on that morning made some
the weapon?
mount of wear it has been subject
2. I have allways believed that the of the members believe the stream
ed to.
An enthusiastic trap siluootThere is every indication that the
sights should, be very fine to secure may have been netted during the
er w 11 turn up more shells in a
most
lively competition the State of
The fish could have gone
the best results at the target. What winter.
month than the average field hunter
into some of the ponds on the river, Maine has ever known will be on nex
do you think?
will use in years.
A modern shot
The road commissioners o
3. What is the best trigger pull but even if they had, members of summer.
gun barrel from any of t ie best
the
different
towns will be out to see
the
association
feel
certain
that
to have on a revolver to be used
American manufacturers will stand
some of them would
have been who can do tine most and the best
for the above-mentioned work?
up to more than one hundred and j
work; and the ones! that show the At Age of 85 Still a Cracky Shot—
1. Length of barrel lias very little caught.
fifty shots without any appreciable
best results stand a very good chance
Fearing
they
may
have
been
net
effect on either blue accuracy or the
tecrease to shooting qualities.
Also a Noted Fisherman
penetration when smokeless powder ted, the committee will keep mum of winning a premium for their lab
ors.
3. Smokeless shells are no better Is used.
this
year
on
where
the
large
fish
I would recommend about
and no worse than .black
powder a six inch barrel for ail around use.
This plan was advanced at the an ; i. i
are planted, which w 11 prevent any
•hells to any properly made gun,
Cornelius Mason of Hastings, Mich.,
2. I have found coarse sights not of the trout being taken by that nual meeting of the Maine Automo
provided the Imre Lsi adequately clean only more accurate, but they are means this winter.—Worcester Tel bile association at the Falmouth hotel aged 85, called the oldest deer hunted when the shooting is over . 1 much easier on the eyes, especially egram.
Monday evening of last week. The j er to the state, returned home recmean by tikis that the wear on the when the light is poor.
suggest.'on was contained in the am- ent.ly with one deer which lie shot on
barrel is no greater with smokeless
nual report of Hen. John C. Scales j his annual hunting trip to the north 3. The trigger should be so ad
powder tham with, black, but if tl.e justed that it will Lift at least four
Mason is! cm,e of the
The annual meeting of the Maine of Westbrook as secretary of th e : era peniinsuJla.
barrel is neglected when the form pounds without releasing the ham Automobile A&sloelation was held at organization.
The other members most widely known sportsmen on the.
er is used it will rust amd corrode mer and should be “ clean,”
that Portland laist week and was! one of ti ought favorably of the project and western section of the state,
faster than wirth the latter.
the | He reside® near Gull Lake and is
is, w ithout any creep or drag.
the most successful gatherings ever the matter was referred to
H. V. J., Lexington,, Ky.:
held by this Association.
Notwith board of directors for their approval, one of the few surviving real pionWith a
What is the best size Load of pow
standing the storm, the State of Tt looks as if they would approve, eers of western Michigan.
If
the
scheme
is
adopted
then
there
knowledge
of
woodcraft
gained
from
der and shot to use to sliooting at
Maine Room at the Falmouth Hotel
ducks at 50 or 60 yards?
where the session was held,
was will be over $500 offered to the Indians, MasOn has been a successthe fu1 deer hunter since he was 14 years
crowded to capacity and from a good road commissioners who keep
f Assuming that you mean a twelve
road as well as from every other greatest amount of road in comm is- old.
gau-go shotgun, the most popular
1 He is a crack shot and a hike of
standpoint, the session was a great sion by use of the log drag.
load is three and one-quarter drams
H
I
N
D
S
D
I
N
E
A
T
E
N
G
L
IS
H
The
speech
of
Hon.
Charles
S.
15 or 20 miles through the north!
success.
of bulk smokeless powder or its e- T *"*E
T E A ROOM. .
Notable guests were present
in £1 etsen, on the “ Relation of the woods is a common feat with him.
quivalemt of dense, amd one amd one- i
cluding Governor-elect Oakley C. Cur- Farmer to the Highway Situation” He has resided in the township of
quarter ounceis of number four, fiv e ,!
Sine- le
tis, his Honor, Mayor William M. was a short, sharp, ringing discus- j Richland for 82 years,
or srix shot.
Sixty yards is a pretty )
He declared that was old ,enough, to hunt deer he ^ias
long distance to get very consist' a family party is to be entertaim- Ingraham of Portland, C. S. Stetson, sion full of meat.
association never missed hi®’ annual fall hunt,
tent results, however.
j ed at the English Tea Room to-day, Worthy Master of the Maine State the Maine Automobile
the members being the Hinds fam- Grange, Hon. Lyman
H. Nelson, has done more to arouse interest I Dressed to buckskins and armed
L. A . W., St. Louis, Mo.:
i!y and their affiliations.
Among chairman of the State Highway Com- and inspire enthusiasm in good roads ! with a muzJe-lioading rifle, such a®
organization frontiersmen use, Cornelius, a® a
1. I am interested to finding out j f osle who ere to be present are Mr. mission P. J. D e e r i n g , State Highway than any other one
timbered
what can be done with a .22 calibre' and Mrs. A. H. Hinds of Neal street j Commissioner, Paul D. Sargent, Chief Every farmer when he realizes th e ; boy, roamed the heavily
repeating" rifle at say twenty-five w;tli their daughter, Margaret, and IEngineer of the Commission, and a good that ha s been done, will be |lake country in the sbuthem part of
Gun Marsh,
the>
yards?
‘ four sons; Mr. and Mrs. Charles b . : majority of the leading good roads glad to join hands with the aslsoeia- j Barry country.
2. Is there any riffle made which j Hinds of Emery street and sion. C as. advocate® and workers of the State., tion to its work said the State Mas- great tract of swamp land extend,
Mr. Stetson expressed his be tog south o f Gun Lake for miles into
will hit tine same spot every time i j r.f Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. Hindis of Almostt every section of Maine was ter.
lief to tlie great
opportunities Allegany country, was also a great
at twenty-five yards if pointed ex Pc rest avenue, and son, Washburn; represented at the meeting and
actly the same each time?
Myriads cf
Mr. and .Mrs. H. Wallace Noyes of was declared by many to be the Maine hasl and compared conditions deer hunting ground.
3. I have heard that It is best Spruce street; Mr. and Mrs
turkeys
A. S. j greatest good roads gathering that here with some he had seen to the prairie chicken®' and wild
West, where the people are widely made it their home, and Cornelius
net to shoot .22 sihots in a rifle Hinds! of YVest street, Miss Ethel Iras ever been held in thisl State.
Directors were elected for the en separated and where there is little always! got hiis share of them and
Chambered for .22 long rifles.
Is Hinds, and Mr. Hind’s brother, John
this true amd if so wtliy?
deer ailso.
Hinds; Misis Isabelle Soilitt,
Mists suing year as follows: ■ Hiram W*. to attract,
Elmer A. Doten,
“ It’s Wiorth while to live near good
4. A friend of mine says that a Agnes J.. Sharpe, Mrs. James Segler Ricker, Poland;
Mason was bom in
Litchfield,
Portland; Charles A. Hill, Belgrade; people,” said he. “ It's worth while Conn., Sept. 29, 1829.
.22 calibre rifle shooting tine .22 and Mrs. Alice F. Prime.— latests.
His father,
to live near the schoolsl and the Edwin Mason, one of tlie earliest
long rifle cartridge its more accur
churches.
ate at twenty-five yards tham a high
You can’t get them in j resident® of Richland, came to Mieto
Montana, but you can get them to igan to 1832. The family lived not
power hunting rifle, while at two
J O K E ON F IS H W A R D E N
New England and you cam get them j far from tire celebrated Slater Inhundred^ yards it is just the other
in Maine.
W e want to keep our dian mission, moved to Oressey, Bar
way.
This doesn’t seem powstiible
One of tlie fish wardens who doe®
boys and girls here and good roads ry county, from Grand Rapid® in the
to me.
Please explain, it.
is one of the ways that
will help early 30®, by Leonard Slater, whose
1. A good .22 calibre
repeating duty on the lower Kennebec is tell
keep them here.”
good work among the Ottawa® was
rifle or single shot rifle will make ing a pretty good one which just
Mr. Stetson called attention to tlie being undone by the traders in liq
groups o f ten sihots Which will ailil happened, lie being on the short end
great “ boosting” of the people in uor.
Tine chief of the Slater In
cut into a half inch circle, that is, or the joke, say® the Kennebec Jour
tlie State of Washington., but the dians waist Nconday, an associate of
It seem® that he wa® looking
the distance of the two shots farth nal.
people there, he said, were generally Tecuniisel:, in tlie war of 1812. The
est apart in the group wiiUJi usuaflly around in the Lake Nequasset reg
boosltng to sell things to tlie people second to command was Mason, who
tot be over a half inch,.
These re ion over in Woolwich and met a hoy
of the New Engaind states.
fought with the British to the battle
mits can only be obtatoed by the (who evidently belonged in that sec
That tlie grange in Maine is mak cf Lake Erie.
Use of a machine rest or by a very tion but did not know the warden.
ing no war against any m.a.n or any
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
The exponent of the law opened con
Playing with. Indian children was
expert shot.
group of men wa® tine declaration a fascinating pastime for . Mason.
Offers room with hot and
versation, in which the lad seemed
2. Emphatically no.
cold ^ater for $ 1.00 per day
cf Mr. Stetson provided these men The Indians were inordinately fond
3. You were correctly informed. in mowisle loath to enter and in
and up, which includes free
are working for some great improve ot gingerbreadi, and Mason’s mother
The reason is that the .22 short which he soon volunteered the infor
use of public shower baths.
ment that will better
conditions. made large quantities of if, which
bullet when used in a .22 Jong mation that •lie had just caught a
Nothing to Equal This in New England
Tlie development of agriculture is of the boy scld to the red men. Mason
rifle cartridge has to jump a short number of some kind of fish, which
primary importance, and it is nec is now leading a retired life, •but
Rooms with private bathe
space before it strikes the rifling are on tire prohibited. list. There
for $1.50 per day and up;
essary, he said, to have good roads when it comes' to shouldering his
“ Don’t
to,d while it is doing tlh,i®, the hot was the warden’s chance.
suites of two rooms and bath
to get the product® of the farm to rifle or rowing a boat out upon Gull
war
gr^es nils'll past it and cause “ gas-- you know that I am the fish
for $4.00 per day and up.
market.
Agriculture, lie said, is lake, after big bass and pickerel, he
“ Don’t you know
cutting” which, results to a scarred den?” said lie.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF the basic industry of the State and is just a® young a® lie was 60 years
to<l pitted chamber.
A few “ shorts’* that I am the biggest liar to W ool
Strictly a Temj>erar)ce Hotel
all should unite in promoting it. Bet ago.
And
Hiisi venerable figure is known
will cause no troubJe, but it is best wich?” flasllred back the lad.
Send fo r Booklet
ter road® and cheaper electric pow to hundreds of person®, who respect
tot to make a> practice o f using the warden found it so good tlmt he
STORER F. CRAFTS* G m .
M u„.ger
er from the great water resources him highly.
had to tell all about it.
them.

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

PRIZES FOR BEST
WORK OFFERED

OLDEST HUNTER
BRINGS DEER

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

M A IN E

Where

To Go In

W O O DS, P H I L L I P S ,

the Christmas celebrations
MANY CHRISTMAS; |theAmong
following have been reported and
doubtless there were many more that
not come to the writer’ s notice:
PARTIES ENJOYED! did
Christmas eve, Mr. and Mrs. Frank

Maine

Lake Parlin House and Gamps
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius o f four miles furnish the best o f fly
fishing the whole season The house and
cam ps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain clim bing autom obiling. etc.
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor.

Write for booklet.
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Jackman. Maine

Kempton entertained at a
splendid
Christmas tree, Mr. and Mrs.
Geo.
Kempton and Win. K empton,
Air.
and Mrs. Lyman Kempton, Mr. and
Mrs. G. Lafayette Kempton, Mr. and
Mrs. H. B. McCard, Mr. and Mrs. A1
Returns Horae.
REGARD FOR OTHERS’ RIGHTS
men Wilbur, Miss Susie, Carl Jones,
Miss Claire Pearce, Mrs. ,S. B. Mc
Card, Axel Tibbetts.
Mr. and Mzjp.
(Special Correspondence.)
“Safety First” Propaganda Is Credited
J. A. Russell entertained Mr. and
W ith Producing the Good Results
Mrs. Geo. Russell and family
and
Which All Who Use the Roads
Mr. and Mrs,
Rangeley, Dec. 29—Miss Helen A l Mr. Wm. Russell.
No Doubt W ill Have
Christmas
drich is the guest of her sister, Mrs. ! Phimeas Tracy had as
Noticed.
guests Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Bidglliam.
Daniel French.
Christmas
Mrs. Eugene Soule has arrived home ; Mrs. Tracy had a fine*
Secretary Frederick H. Elliott of the
Sunday
from Lynn after a visit with relatives. ; tree for members of her
Safety First Society of New York, who
school class.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
She
was
accompanied
by
her
niece,
i
is making a tour of the eastern and
middle western states with the so Miss Greta Oliver, who will remain for i Hoar entertained a big family din.
; ner party, Mr, and Mrs.
Daniel
ciety’s “ Safety First, Car” in the inter some time.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Smith and daugh i Hoar and/ son, Mr. and Mrs. Dick
est of the widespread movement to
make the highways safer, declares that ter, Miss Rachel, were at their camp l Lamb and family, Mr. Dexter Lamb,
motorists as a class are becoming over Christmas.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe .Lamb and family,
more careful.
Mrs.
“ Bissy,” the well known Shepherd Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wright,
“ I am firmly convinced that since dog belonging to Mr. and Mrs. Nate Wesley Stetson, Mrs. Walter Brack
the Safety First propaganda was
Mr. and Mrs.' W. F. Oakes
Albee, was put away recently after 13 ett.
started in a number of cities recently
enjoyed a family Christmas tree Fri
years of usefulness.
the campaign is accomplishing to a
Mr. and Mrs. N. H.
Mrs. Fred Hinkley is working for day night.
large degree that which It set out to
Ellis celebrated with, a family din
do. On my trip I noticed that many j Mrs. F. B. Colby.
i drivers on the road and open country
Albert Zachariah of New Zealand is ner and Christmas tree, having as
j
of the suburbs, as well as in cities, stopping at£ E. B. Herrick’ s for a few guests Miss Kathleen Dyer of Pas
as a class are considerably more care weeks.
saic, Miss Katherine Niiee of Ogon.tr,
ful in passing vehicles and slowing
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Tibbetts
The Boy Scouts held a supper at their Pa.
, down for turns, etc., than was the case hall Thursday night.
Mr. and
Several new had a big family party.
a few years ago. Many of us can re
members have been added recently and i Mrs. Leon Robbins, Mr. and Mrs.
member the time when a man who had
just purchased a new automobile the boys are planning to give a little Phil Tibbetts each celebrated also.

Change for the Better Noted
Among the Thousands of
Men’ s League Have Interesting
-Owners of Autos.
Meetings. The Converse Party

Are You Going Hunting?!
If so, write me the number of persons in your party,
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you

THE

EXACT

COST

of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut
rates to all during October and November. I will also
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.

Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine

YO R K C A M P S ,
R A N G E LE Y, M AINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT

The G arry P on d G am ps
Furnished camps and furnished cook places will
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
all heavy supplies will be fo r sale at the Camps,
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some
moose and bears. Write for information to

HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
OTTER POND CAMPS

deemed it quite necessary to go out drama in the near future.
and pass everything on the road, skid
Miss Kathleen Dyer and Miss Fay
M cK E N N EY, Prop..
ding around turns, cutting corners, Ellis are at home from Passaic, N. J.,
Caratunk, Me.
at Spring Lake
now and then scraping mudguards j for the holidays.
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
"with another car. Nowadays, however,
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
Miss Ida Pepper has returned from a
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE since the agitation for greater safety
j short visit in Lewiston.
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
I f yov want to know what is what in the Hunt has been in progress, the owner of a
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper. new vehicle in the majority of cases
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hamden have
—
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. 60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable considers it bad form to do ‘stunts’ on returned from a week’s trip to Lewis
information
on
Hunting.
Trapping,
Fishing.
Taxi
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
the road. I have observed many mo ton and Portland.
; Fish and Game Department Leave*
summer resort. Telephone communications with dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere
Milage and doctor. References furnished ■ Terms at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted. torists taking pains to slow down on
Kenneth’! Hight of Phillips is the
! S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M., Huntington.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
especially
oily
roads
or
roads
that
W. Va.
Matter In Hands of Pollard.
guest of uhis sister, Mrs. F. G. MacJOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
have just been, watered, in order not j Kenzie.
to splash pedestrians on the sidewralk.
i Monday evening at the K. of P.
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE a thing that was a nasty abuse a few
Blakeslee Lake Camps
meeting the following officers were ; The state fish and game departyears ago.
On Rangeley Labe.
JOSEPH H. W H ITE, Proprietor
T horoughly m odern. On direct autom,obile
“ Another thing I have noticed is elected: Leon Wright, C. C .; Basil I ment has been trying its best to
A famous resort for anglers and hun route. Tavern all year. Lake View H'duse
that in many suburban places drivers |Lamb, V. C .; Leon Hoar, P .; Harry look up the two hunters mentioned
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
slow down on dusty roads in order not Quimby, M. of W . ; J. S. Hoar, K. of several weeks ago in the Dover col
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
to kick up more dust than is neces R. & S .; C. L. Harnden, M. of F . ; Guy umn who claimed to have seen the
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Raugeley,
Maine.
Maine.
sary, particularly when women in Pickel, M. of E .; Howard Ross, M. at mysterious herd of caribou
near
white clothes are walking on the side A .; Ernestjl Robbins, I. G .; Wallace
Mount Kataidin. They also claimed
walks The arrogant spirit of the mo Hamm. O. G. The second degree was
to have secured some snapshots of
W E S T
E N D
torist who used to consider himself
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
conferred £*nd, a banquet served at the I the animals.
The men gave their
— Best of hunting— Special rates for something superior is disappearing. close of the meeting.
H O T E L
'addresses as Philadelphia.
June, September, October and Novem- j And let me say that a number of au
Saturday night the Men’s League
The fish and game department has
tomobile dealers with whom I have
H. M. C ASTN ER, Prop’r. ber— Write for Booklet.
talked recently, agree with me and held a meeting and supper at Russell I inspected Philadelphia directors but
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Pleasant Island,
Maine, j tell me that their observations are the hall. “ The Christmas Present,’ a fine fail to find the names of the men.
Portland,
Maine
same as mine.
berry spoon, was drawn by Bedford E. ! They are dlso not listed at Augusta
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
“ One piece of motoring etiquette Corey. A t the business meeting pc ! and it is therefore supposed that
RANGELEY
LAKES
Blaine vacationists, tourists and sport ■!
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write which T have noticed to considerable curred the election of officers for the
they wrere hunting in Maine without
men. All farm, dairy products, pork for free circular.
extent on this trip is the courteous year. Mr. Zachariah of New’ Zealand
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine. j
the necessary non-resident license. *•
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
custom of dimming one’s headlamps
and Mr. Childs, principal of schools at
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
The prime object of the depart
on unlighted roads when passing cars
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
meats, butter, cream, eggs. etc.
and vehicles. Many accidents have Simsburg, Conn., who were present, ment is to get. if possible, some ol
| Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly I been caused by drivers’ eyes being made interesting remarks, Mr. Childs
American plan. Send for circular.
the pictures of the caribou and sec
turning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., I blinded by the headlights of an ap xetending the season’s greetings to the ondly to find out why the Philadel
I Upper Dam. Maine.
proaching car. Modern lighting sys Men’s class from the Men’s class at phians were hunting in Maine with
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
tems are so constructed mechanically Simsburg. Mr. Zachariah is to address out a license.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
The matter
has
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
that it is really no trouble for a driver the class in the near future on the
DEAD RIVER REGION
fast trout fishing in Maine.
been placed in the hands of Capt. W.
to
dim
his
lamps.
On
the
Safety
Firs*
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
People and Customs of New Zealand.
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every ,
T. Pollard of FVDtoroft, one of the
particular. Maine’s idea! family vaca car in which 1 am traveling, it is cer Sunday the class listened to three talks |head wardens of the service.
tainly no more trouble to manipulate
from the younger members of the
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
OUANANICHE LODGE.
the lamps when passing another car class, Howard Herrick, Harwood Childs
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co.. Me.
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. I than to sound the horn.
W orld wide known for its famous fishing,
and Mason Russell, regarding school ON W A Y TO S T A T E H O U S E WITH
vacation and hunting country.
! Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
“It is gratifying to note that motor
Norway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake
DOG T E A M .
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
ists are becoming more sensible In wet life at the various institutions of learnauto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
j
ing
which
they
are
attending.
weather and equip their cars with an
machines. From there one can take steamer to
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
o f the lake territory. The best hunt
Riley Bubier had the misfortune to
ti-skid chains, in many instances put
AND LOG CAMPS.
Wi en Oakley C. (lurtis takes hfe
£iyg. part
fishing and vacation section o f beautiful
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing regionting them on all four wheels. The car 1cut bis knee quite badly Monday while seat as Governor as one of liis fir*
W ashington Co. Address for particulars W . G, j Special June and September rates. Booklet.
R OSE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec, 1st to
rying of a fire extinguisher is another |at work in the woods.
MRS F. B. BURNS.
After the official acts he wiill be asked to
April 1st.
sensible idea to which the motoring wound was dressed he was moved to place his name and the seal of the
public Is rapidly taking.
the home of N. H. Ellis.
State of Maine in a book carried by
“The receptions we have received
Despite the extreme cold of the past William Brown of Nome,
Alaska,
along the line have been most gratify
few days
B. McCard found a butter j says the Kennebec Journal.
Mr.
ing and the enthusiasm shown in our
jrip and our car, which is equipped fly fluttering about on the window pane Brown started from Nome, May 3.
with modern devices tending to pro Saturday, Dec. 26. He is a handsome 1912, on a bet cf $10,000 that ho
mote safety, has been beyond my fond big fellow, cream color, with dark could not travel by dog team from
spots op the wings and seems to be that place and visit every capital i»
est expectations.”
as lively and happy as in summer time the Union and return
in the year
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Pickel are spend
! 1918.
With tie exception of Maine
H o w jto Use Inter-Liners.
ing the week in Portland.
Master
! he has visited every state and lias
Inter-liners are the cobblers’ assist
i Harry is the guest of his grandparents,
ants of tiredom, according to W. H.
j the signatures of the Governor and
Yule, local general manager of one Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Ellis.
]their seals as proof.
Mrs. F. B. Stewart left. Monday for
of the large tire companies.
At the last report he wak at
“ It is just plain, common sense to a several weeks’ visit at New York.
Freeport with his dog team and was
The
Carol
Singers
were
out
again
Look around and see if yo u haven’t some Fire Arm s, use inter-liners in the right way,” said
ithe guest of Isaac Skillings.
He
he last week; “the trouble is that |this year Christmas eve. A bountiful
said that the dogs lie started with
they
are
often
wrongly
used,
and
1
lunch was served at William Tomlin
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, H am 
j had died in the road, but he secur
therein lies the point of the discussion. son’s on their return.
ed new ones’ and continued
his
“We are emphatically
advising
Mrs. A. M. Ross and Mrs. Claire
mock or something else you don’t want.
against the use of inter-liners in new l Pearce are spending a few days in travels through winter and summer.
tires, as they undoubtedly do more Portland.
! His rigging is a two-wlieeled cart,
harm than good, except as a tem
which, with a pair of runners, cai
Mrs. Harvey Tibbetts and two chil
porary emergency in case of accident.
be converted into a good sleigh.
We are recommending inter-liners, dren joined Mr. Tibbetts Saturday, After he secures the signature of
however, in practically used up cas who is employed in a lumber camp.
Governor Curtis, he will go to Wash
ings, or ones that show sign* of giving
The Converse party numbering eight
W e have sold things for others, and we can do the way.”
ington, D. C., to get that of Presi
j
I returned home Monday after a week’ s
dent Wilson.
At present he is a|stay at their Kennebago Camp
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
liead of his schedule, and is confi
A Christmas tree and entertainment dent that he will be $10,000 to th«
Exceptionally Good a t Carving.
Address, Classified Department,
! were held at. the church Friday even good when he reaches home.
M. K. sends from Manhattan, Kan.,
A re open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

John earvilie’s Samps IGEORGE H.

PICTURES OF
CARIBOU DESIRED

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

BIG RESULTS
FR O M S M A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

M AINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

an obituary of a physician in a neigh
boring city in which this sentence is
found: “By his skill as a surgeon he
carved out for himself a place and
name such as only real human service
can claim or is ever likely to attain.”

— Kansas City Star.

j

ing. The program was furnished by
the children of the first and second
grades. Santa Claus himself was pres
ent and added much to the occasion
The committee in charge were Mrs.
Aaron Soule, Mrs. G. Lafayette Kemp
ton, Mrs. H. A. Childs.

Hon. F. E. 'Timberlake of Congress
street, west, Portland, spent Christ
mas in Boston, the guest of its
daughter and h/usfband, Mr. and Mrs.
Bay Estes, of Melrose Highlands.

